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The Two Brigadiers
Jonathan Macho
This story is set a few years after the TV story
Battlefield

I

n the cave beneath the mountain, the thing in the armour
sat on its throne and thought. It thought about conquest and
death, about times past. It so missed the never-ending war. The
red sparks that were its eyes burned into the stone wall before
it, the sole, scant source of light in the entire chamber. This
was meant to be just like then, but… Things were not going as
planned, not at all. First the targets had escaped, and now this
female asking questions… No matter. They were too good at
this for them to ever fail after all. It would be just like the good
old days. They only had to move up their schedule.
Their timing couldn’t have been better. The Earthers were
beginning their new Millennium. A suitably momentous start
to the Age of the Cessatrons.
It lazily waved a gauntleted claw and a foot soldier snapped
to attention.
‘Commander?’
‘Bring me the prisoner. The one called Bishop.’
Looking out at his son’s garden through glass conservatory
doors, Alistair Gordon Lethbridge-Stewart CBE, retired, sat
in his armchair and thought. What he was thinking about was
a source of speculation among those nearest and dearest to
him. Their big money was on his past, on adventures and
derring-do, and men who went by titles instead of names. The
other hot contenders were his grandchildren, children, and dear
wife Doris, the substantial extended family he found himself
with over the last decade. Since it was mostly said family doing
the speculating, they hoped this didn’t mean they
overestimated their importance. Alistair certainly gave no
indication that they might have been.
Of the topics considered to be no-hopers, current events
were high on the list. Indeed, the world today seemed to be of
no interest to Alistair. He appeared content to let it fly by as
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he sat in that chair, and that detachment occupied far too much
of his time lately. For a man who had always been at the centre
of things, nationwide, worldwide, sometimes even wider, to
then just plant himself outside of it all… That was worrying.
At least, that was the opinion of Albert Wilson, no title, not
retired.
Now, he’d be the first to admit to being no expert on his
father. Far too much of their lives had been spent apart to say
that. Ever since he’d got back into contact with Alistair though,
ever since he’d reintroduced him to his mother and their
romance had rekindled, Albert had made an effort to be a part
of his life, to not let the man who he’d grown up hearing stories
about ever be a stranger again. It had been a bizarre ten years,
of course; the wedding alone was motion picture worthy, but
then with the circles his father moved in that was pretty much
inevitable. Regardless, Albert had seen his father in good times
and bad since their first wonderfully awkward meeting, and
he’d like to think that he, well… knew him now, better than
most anyway. He knew his father shouldn’t be like this.
It wasn’t a permanent state, of course. They weren’t
together 24/7, and sometimes their visits retained that warmth,
that twinkle that his father had down to a fine art. It was when
one stayed with the other that Albert would notice the
reticence, like the rest was only a short reprieve. When he’d
asked why, Albert had only ever received vague complaints,
and a general feeling of… What? Guilt? His father had never
been an emotional man, he knew that much, but him being so
withdrawn was new. Alistair only really brightened up when
his grandchildren were about, hanging off his every word as
he told another spine chilling tale; or when his old army friends
invited him for a drink and catch-up. Albert had noted that
these two events shared a common link: reminiscing. It seemed
his father was only ever happy, really happy, when he was
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swapping stories about his career, telling tales of the Brigadier
that had saved the world again and again. He was only happy
in the past. Albert was sure that couldn’t be a good thing.
It had been going on for a while now too. Ever since they’d
had that scare, when his ‘retirement’ had been interrupted yet
again and he’d nearly died facing down what could only be
described as a demon, as far as Albert could gather. He could
distinctly remember when his father had first stayed with them
after that, how he’d watch from the doorway as Alistair sat in
that chair for so long and stayed so quiet. Albert had thought
it was just a reaction that would pass, they all did. Now it was
three years later, and Albert found himself returning to that
doorway again and again, concern building with each time
he’d see his father watching life go by. Today was no exception.
He shifted a little, leaning on the doorframe, lost so much in
his thoughts that a little voice to his left made him jump.
‘Permission to enter, sir?’ It was Conall, his own son, a
bundle of recently printed papers stuffed under one arm, a look
of palpable excitement on his slightly bronzed nine-year-old
face.
And just like that, it was back. That spark in Alistair’s eye.
‘Permission granted!’ All at once he sat up, turned to the
doorway, and beckoned Con over, giving Albert a nod as the
boy passed him. ‘And what intel do you have to offer today,
Sergeant?’ he asked as Con pulled up a chair and hurriedly
fumbled his collection into some kind of order.
Albert loved this; it was a little ritual that had built up
between the two of them over time. Alistair would share a story
from his past, a new adventure or old favourite depending on
the mood, and in exchange Con would tell some tales of his
own, whether fictional or newsworthy, his own creations or
whatever had caught his eye. Albert was sure it was the teacher
in his father, bribing the boy with adventure and excitement,
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tricking him into learning and being creative, and it had worked
wonders. Ever since Con had found the internet, there was
simply no stopping him when it came to bizarre tales. He’d
even surprised Alistair with a few of them.
‘Well,’ Con said, flipping through the printouts and
carefully separating stories onto the floor. ‘I got a bunch of
weird but true stories from that one website from before, and
I printed my favourite new strip from the Telepress.’
‘Hmm, a fine selection from the sounds of it, Conall,’
Alistair said, making a show of getting himself comfortable.
‘Why don’t we start with the website? I did enjoy that last time.’
Con raised a suspicious eyebrow. ‘And in exchange for my
hard-won intel?’ After a moment, he added a, ‘Sir.’
‘Very well,’ Alistair said in as caught-out a tone as possible.
‘Which would you prefer: that business with the Loch Ness
monster, or those hard-boiled Ymir again?’
Glad to see the reprieve and the smiles on both their faces,
Albert left them to it and made his way to the kitchen. The
door was open and his wife, Tamara, had her back to him as
she did the washing up. Buoyed by the simple pleasure of
watching his two favourite guys getting along, Albert crept up
behind her and went for an ambush hug when a spatula
appeared over her shoulder and kept him at arm’s length.
‘Don’t cross my flipper,’ she warned, not turning around.
‘If you don’t want a face full of suds.’
‘How do you do that?’ he asked, laughing, and dodged
around the spatula, giving her a peck on the cheek before
leaning back on the counter.
‘Never underestimate the senses of a trained washer-upper.
It’s like meditation to us,’ she said, grinning at him and
dropping the implement back in the sink. ‘Did I just hear
Conall’s sergeant routine?’
‘Yeah, he just popped in to see Alistair now.’ Even after a
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decade, Albert still found it hard to say father.
‘And how goes the Brig-watch?’
‘Much the same really.’ Albert sighed, looking out of the
window into the garden himself. ‘I don’t know what’s left to
do honestly, Tammy. He’s not getting better, and he won’t talk
to me or mum about any of it.’
‘And Doris doesn’t have any new idea what could be
causing it?’
‘None more than me.’ Albert scrunched his eyes shut and
massaged the bridge of his nose. ‘I just hope she’s having a
good time anyway, and not worrying too much.’
‘Where’d she and Kate go again?’ Tamara asked as she
finished up, racking up the dishes and pulling the plug.
‘Somewhere in South America?’
‘Yeah, to see a friend who’s out there; they say she can’t
stop raving about it.’ Albert let out a long breath. ‘Well, it’s
just hard seeing him like this, you know? What would you do?
To try and get him back here, in the present.’
Tamara turned to face him, arms behind her back, brown
eyes smiling sadly out of her mocha face as she walked over
to him. ‘You know you can’t force him, Albert. You say he’s
only happy when he’s reminiscing, right? Telling old stories?
The best thing you can do is get him out of that chair and into
some new ones.’
Albert blinked. ‘New stories? What do you…?’
And her arm came from behind her back and caught him
in the face with a handful of suds.
‘Hey!’
‘Told you not to cross my flipper!’ Tamara laughed, and it
was as he went in for soapy retaliation that the doorbell rang.
They looked at each other. ‘Are you expecting anyone?’ Albert
shook his head and went to leave, only stopping briefly to let
Tamara dab any remaining bubbles off his face.
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He went to the door, opened it and found a man in his
mid-fifties, dressed in military uniform, standing on the
doorstep and grinning ear to ear.
‘Hello there,’ William Bishop said. ‘I don’t suppose your
dad’s in?’
In the darkness of a winter’s night in South Wales, a village
was waking up to horror.
Manuel was roused abruptly from his contented sleep by
the sounds of shouting and car engines outside his house.
Anger and confusion quickly turned to worry. It was a sign of
the sorry state of things that he reached his conclusions so
quickly. It was an even worse sign that he was quickly proven
right. Wrapped in his dressing gown, he stepped into the night
air and flagged down Cook, his neighbour and friend, who
confirmed the worst.
‘It’s happened again,’ Cook said, shaking his head.
‘Another one gone. Robert’s girl this time. That’s the first from
the same family. I can’t believe it’s happened again.’
Manuel could believe it all too well. Poor Robert. To go
through all that he did, to know what it’s like and then… Even
before all of this, Manuel wouldn’t dare imagine how he might
feel if one of his girls were so ill, let alone taken.
‘Are they heading down there now?’ Before Cook had even
finished his nod, he was walking to his car. ‘I’ll follow on with
the rest,’ Manuel said. ‘See if I can lend a hand at all.’
Manuel hurried to his own car and climbed behind the
wheel, nodding to other neighbours doing the same as he
passed them. He loved the village at times like this. A real
community, looking out for each other. They all knew what
to expect by this stage, of course, but that didn’t stop the hair
on the back of his neck prickling as he started the ignition,
flicked on his headlights, and drove off into the dark.
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Manuel was a good driver, but he couldn’t help but be
unnerved. He was used to pitch black nights, living where he
did. Hell, he liked it that way. That didn’t mean he liked driving
on these roads with only headlights and memory to guide the
way. It was like seeing the world through a balaclava, the twin
beams cutting eye holes into the dark that let him see all of a
few feet in front. The landscape, usually so familiar, beautiful
and reassuring, cut past with sudden ferocity, ducking out of
sight as soon as any of it was even remotely recognisable. It
was like stop motion, individual, disconnected frames instead
of a continuous moving picture. They were going too fast. It
was a mistake to let Robert lead the convoy; he couldn’t have
been used to driving again, let alone at these speeds. Manuel
could understand his urgency, but if they didn’t slow down
then someone could get seriously–
The girl was there, stumbling into the light as suddenly as
everything else. Her pyjamas were torn and muddy, her eyes
wide. Cursing, Manuel slammed down on the breaks and
swerved, honking his horn and praying the cars behind him
would stop too. Just as quickly as she had appeared, the girl
was gone, vanishing to the side of the screaming vehicle as it
skidded to a stop.
After a moment, Manuel got out of the car, shaking despite
himself, and stumbled to the girl’s side.
‘Seren?’ he said hoarsely.
She was now lit by the next car’s headlights, which had
stopped in time thank God, and Manuel was sure it was her.
‘Somebody get Bob here now!’ he called to no one in
particular, his throat stinging in the cold night air. Watching
a car pull off to catch up with her da, Manuel took off his
dressing gown and draped it around the shivering figure’s
shoulders.
He couldn’t help but note where they were; looking up, he
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could see the endless bulk of Narrowback cutting into the sky,
blacker by far. They were getting closer each time.
Forcing himself back to the present, he knelt next to Seren
and gave her a smile.
‘Gave us a fright there, Seren. Got us all out looking for
you. What happened?’
After a moment she spoke, her voice wavering almost as
much as his. ‘It was just like the others, just like they said.
There was this… this light, and then… then I was here. In the
mountains. Here with them.’ She looked up at him then, and
she was so afraid. ‘The red-eyed men took me.’
‘As I live and breathe,’ Brigadier Bishop said, looking at his
old friend and his grandson, beaming. ‘The LethbridgeStewarts at home!’
Bishop knew that, technically, most of the people in the
house were Wilsons, but by blood they were still LethbridgeStewarts, and that was more important to him than what it said
on a piece of paper.
‘Bill?’ Lethbridge-Stewart had that rare expression of
surprise on his face. ‘My word, is that you?’
‘Afraid so, sir,’ Bishop said, obviously resisting the urge to
snap to attention. ‘I hope I haven’t changed quite that much
since we last met.’ He hadn’t really. His face was more lined,
his hair very grey in places, but then whose wasn’t these days?
His uniform was certainly in better order than he had ever had
it under Lethbridge-Stewart’s command.
Albert, who had followed him through, thought it best to
leave the pair to it, and beckoned Con over as his father got to
his feet and took Bishop by the hand.
‘Is sir formal enough?’ Bishop’s grin refused to dip. ‘You
know I rarely have the opportunity to address a CBE.’
‘Brigadier’s just fine,’ Lethbridge-Stewart said, waving
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away the title, ‘or Alistair, as I hear they give that rank out to
just about anyone these days.’
Bishop took a step back and looked him up and down. ‘How
are you, Brigadier?’
For the first time since he’d entered the room, Bishop saw
his friend’s smile fade, just a little. ‘Oh, you know. Enjoying
retirement.’
‘Retirement... Right. You know, your retirement sounds
busier than my job. Heard you picked a fight with Satan not
that long ago. Wish I could say I was surprised, but…’
Ignoring Bishop’s tone, the Brigadier pressed: ‘Speaking of
the job, how are the Fifth? Still in Dolerite Base?’
‘Yes, yes, they couldn’t kick us out of there if they tried!
And Edinburgh Council have, repeatedly. Dolerite’s just as
you’d remember her, except the computers have less reels and
more buttons.’ He sniffed. ‘I miss those reels, you know.’
That nearly got a laugh. ‘And how is Doctor Bishop doing?
And young Samuel? He must be around Conall’s age now
surely?’
It was then that Bishop’s smile faded for the first time too.
‘Yes, well, I’m afraid that’s what I’m here to talk with you
about. My visit is not due solely to pleasure. Sam’s fine, don’t
worry about him, but… Anne’s gone missing.’
It was like a switch. Bishop had seen the change so many
times, but had never quite mastered it himself. From friend to
commander in a second. This was what made the Brigadier
such a wonderful soldier – he was always prepared for the
battlefield.
‘Tell me everything you know.’
Bishop smiled, and nodded. ‘Yes, sir. It was over the course
of her investigations. You remember, of course, the work she
was doing, searching for any way to help with her father and…’
Bishop trailed off, giving the Brigadier a cursory glance. He
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nodded his assent and Bishop continued. ‘She spends all of her
hours on it these days. Searching for any new medicines, any
alien technology that can heal. I can’t help but think on
Professor Travers… The first one, I mean. What happened to
him back in ’70... Maybe she just doesn’t want all of that
terrible business to come around again.’
‘Or maybe she’s just the same old Anne Travers,’ the
Brigadier said. ‘Searching the globe for marvellous things,
fighting the good fight, not letting time slow her down one bit.’
Bishop couldn’t help but smile at that. ‘Yes, that sounds
more like it. And she is so good at that, you know? The best.
She’s the only reason I’m still there, to be honest with you. I’m
getting a bit old for all this Wetwork business. Sneaking
everywhere does start to wear thin eventually. I could retire,
with honours, service record like mine, but she needs me there,
needs someone in her corner. I won’t retire without her.’
‘Then you’ll never retire, old chap,’ the Brigadier said with
a grin.
Bishop let out a short laugh. ‘Can’t argue with you there.
And less of the old! Anyway, she was scouring the usual
sources for any new intel, anything on mysterious recoveries,
miracle cures or the like, and she stumbled across these
incidents in South Wales… Have you heard about these?’
The Brigadier’s frown cut a little deeper. ‘Hmm. It does stir
something.’
‘It’ll be easier if I just show you. Do you have an internet
connection?’
Before the Brigadier could answer, a small voice piped up
from the doorway. ‘I have the intel.’
The pair turned to see Conall, standing on the threshold
looking up at them, with his dad’s head sheepishly peering
round the doorframe. ‘I, uh, just caught Conall.
Eavesdropping,’ Albert tried, before hastily adding: ‘Bad, Con!
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I told you to give your grandad some privacy!’
‘Good work, Albert,’ the Brigadier said wryly. ‘We can take
it from here.’
Albert nodded a little too much as he backed out into the
hallway.
‘Aren’t you a little young to be in Army Intelligence?’
Bishop asked, kneeling to get on Conall’s eye level.
‘Yes,’ he answered unflinchingly. ‘Yes I am.’
Bishop laughed and turned to the Brigadier, good humour
completely restored. ‘A Lethbridge-Stewart through and
through!’
‘I will be, when I’m old enough,’ Conall said, with a proud
smile.
The Brigadier patted the boy’s head. ‘Was it on one of your
print-outs, Conall?’ The boy nodded. ‘Go and find it for us,
would you?’ While Conall searched, the Brigadier turned back
to Bishop with an eyebrow raised. ‘Couldn’t bring the intel
yourself, could you?’
Bishop cleared his throat. ‘Let’s just say, Anne’s activities
aren’t exactly on the Corps’ books.’
‘Thought as much. Perks of being a brigadier’s wife, eh?’
‘I’m sure Doris knows all about those.’
Then it was the Brigadier’s turn to clear his throat. Conall
returned with his printouts, passed them to his grandad and
saluted before re-joining his dad, unsubtly peering around the
doorframe. Albert beamed with pride at his son, tousling his
hair as he passed.
‘He really reminds me of Sam, you know…’ Bishop said as
he flicked through the sheets, scanning for key details. ‘Strange
isn’t it, the enthusiasm these youngsters have for the kind of
stuff that drove us round the bend back in the–’
‘Careful, Bishop,’ the Brigadier said with mock menace.
‘Sounds to me like you were actually about to say the words
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“back in the day”…’
‘Who, me? Oh I’d never dare…’ Finally finding what he
was looking for, Bishop hurriedly changed the subject. ‘Here
we are. Terminal and chronic patients throughout rural South
Wales are disappearing late at night, then reappearing the next
day completely recovered from their afflictions. Honest to God
miracles. One man, Robert Jones, was completely blind two
months ago. Now his eyesight’s never been better.’ He handed
the Brigadier a page dealing specifically with Jones’ story.
‘Tabloids picked it up, called it the Second Coming in the
valleys.’
‘God’s Welsh, is he? That doesn’t bode well for our sporting
future.’
‘These are people with no hope, and they are finding it
difficult to accept their sudden, nonsensical good fortune. The
circumstances don’t help of course. The people crying holy
work ignore that every one of the healed reports the same thing:
being taken into the mountains by creatures with glowing red
eyes on the nights they disappeared.’
The Brigadier simply nodded. ‘Definitely more my speed.
And Anne was looking into this?’
‘She went up there a few days ago, yes. Hasn’t reported in
since. I wish I could say this wasn’t like her, but regardless, she
promised she’d keep me posted, and I have a bad feeling about
this one. A girl, Jones’ daughter actually, was reported healed
just last night. I thought we could start there.’
Another raised eyebrow. ‘We?’
Bishop smiled. ‘As I said, Anne’s investigations aren’t
exactly official and I’d like to keep this all as quiet as possible
for now. What with it being between us in the old guard, I
couldn’t think of a better man to watch my back.’ That smile
saddened, just a little. ‘I’ve missed you, Alistair, and I need
your help.’
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Without a moment’s hesitation, the Brigadier nodded. ‘Of
course. Whatever you need.’ He extended a hand, which
Bishop took. ‘Well, as you’ve said, my retirement’s been
awfully busy. This might prove a welcome change of pace.’
Bishop laughed. ‘You realise Anne will have this all sorted
out by the time we get there?’
‘I don’t doubt it, Bill, old man.’ The Brigadier spared a
quick glance at his son and grandson, and was surprised to see
just how excited they looked. Turning back to Bishop, he
added: ‘South Wales you said? What was the name of this girl
we’re about to meet?’
Seren Jones lay in bed, haunted by bad dreams and twisted
memories. Worst of all, she wasn’t sure which were which
anymore.
Her da had insisted that sleep was the best thing for her,
after everything, but she was sure that was just something that
he thought dads were supposed to say. Honestly, she was pretty
sure that he didn’t actually know what was best at this stage at
all. She couldn’t blame him for being out of his depth. He’d
been blind up until a week and a half ago, and now the same
things that had taken him, changed him, had done the same
to her. Well, not exactly the same. She hadn’t been able to
understand his reaction when he had been taken, couldn’t
understand how her daddy seeing again could ever have been
a bad thing.
But then she had seen the misshapen things with the red
eyes, the first things her dad had seen in such a long time, and
she knew why he had been so afraid.
That was all she could see now, whenever she closed her
eyes. The bright lights and the squat shapes, silhouetted against
the mountainside. How could she rest when they were still out
there? She couldn’t even take a moment to be glad she was
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cured. It was horrible what they had done. She couldn’t really
articulate it, but they had taken her relief away.
Seren was lying there, squeezing her eyes shut to try and
force the memories out, when the two brigadiers arrived. She
heard the doorbell, but assumed it was just another concerned
neighbour, asking after her or her father, or bringing little gifts.
It was a while later, after a conversation downstairs that she
couldn’t really make out, that footsteps made their way up to
the landing, to outside her bedroom door and there was a
smart, prompt knock on the wood.
‘Good afternoon,’ came a kind voice from the other side.
An English accent. That was a novelty. ‘May we come in?’
Seren sat up, cleared her dry throat, and gave her assent.
Her door creaked open and two men, older men in military
uniforms, stepped over the threshold. They were both smiling
gently, and it was the shorter, slightly rounder one with the
white beard that spoke again. ‘Thank you. Hello, Miss Jones.
I’m the Brigadier, and this is, erm…’ He stopped and glanced
at his companion, smile turning almost apologetic. ‘I suppose
this is the brigadier, too.’
‘Yes, well, since you’ve pinched my title,’ the other man
said, returning the glance with a wry look of his own, ‘I suppose
you can call me Bill. Brigadier Bill Bishop. Pleased to meet
you, Seren.’ He offered her his hand, and after a moment she
took it.
‘Are you with the army?’
The two men thought about this. ‘No, not quite,’ the
Brigadier said. ‘We’re with a special group, a group who help
people who have gone through what you have, and other things
like it.’
Seren sat a little more upright, leaned a little bit closer.
‘You’re going to catch the monsters?’
The Brigadier’s smile widened. ‘That, my dear, is exactly
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what we’re going to do.’
‘But we need your help to do that, Seren,’ Bill said. ‘We
need you to tell us exactly what happened to you last night.’
She was shrinking away again then, pulling her blankets
close into her. ‘No!’
Bill looked like he was about to say something, but the
Brigadier raised his hand. Still smiling, he gestured to a spot
on Seren’s bed. She gave a quick nod, and he sat.
‘I understand you’re afraid. Really I do. These monsters of
yours, they’ve taken you out of your bedroom, out of your
home, where you’re meant to be safest. They did the same to
your father, and your neighbours, and they very well may have
done the same to Bill’s wife.’ Seren glanced quickly up at Bill,
and he just about managed to hold her gaze. ‘They’ve changed
your life. That’s what monsters do. But you can’t let them get
away with it, Miss Jones. You can’t let the fear win. I promise
you I will stop them from coming back, from hurting anyone
else. It is what I do. I have done it hundreds of times before.’
Her eyes drifted back to the Brigadier’s, and neither’s gaze
wavered. ‘You promise?’
‘I promise. Bill and I are the very best.’ He leaned in a little
closer. ‘So, no more fear, eh? Help us stop the monsters.’
Bishop’s eyes went from Alistair to the girl, counting the long
seconds of silence. He couldn’t think of a time he’d seen his
old friend so comforting, so paternal, but then he hadn’t been
around him a great deal in the last decade. Bishop found he
liked this side of the Brigadier. Time may have slowed the
Brigadier down a little, but maybe that wasn’t such a bad thing.
Before too long, Seren sat forward again and gave a firm
nod. ‘I’ll help.’
‘Wonderful!’ Bishop made an effort not to seem too
relieved.
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‘Thank you so much, Seren,’ the Brigadier said. ‘This will
be a great help, really.’ She smiled back at the Brigadier, but
Bishop could tell she was still more than a little nervous. ‘Tell
us the first thing you remember of that night.’
Her smiled faded and her eyes drifted away from them. She
took a second to get her thoughts in order, then began, her
voice shaky. ‘I had taken my medicine for the night, and then
gone to bed. I couldn’t get straight to sleep, because I was
worried. The medicine can… It gives me bad dreams
sometimes. I can’t remember if I slept, but everyone was woken
up by the light a little later so I guess I must have. All I can
remember is the light, like a flash, suddenly filling my room,
and then I was outside, on the mountains.
‘It got so cold so fast. The grass was wet and my hands got
all muddy. There were these shapes all around me, these lumpy
dark things with bright red lights for eyes. I screamed at them,
asked what they were, why they’d taken me and my da. They
didn’t answer me. A couple more came from under the
mountain with these… These machines, like long metal sticks
with lights and switches all over. They spoke to each other,
whispered things I couldn’t understand, and then they took the
sticks, flicked the switches and pointed them at me. I
thought…’ She trailed off.
The Brigadier put his hand on her shoulder. Bishop saw Mr
Jones in the corner of his eye, stood on the threshold, but not
yet crossing over. The poor man. The poor girl. But they were
so close.
‘It’s okay,’ the Brigadier said gently. ‘We can take a break
if you…’
‘No, no it’s okay.’ Seren was looking up at her father in the
doorway, smiling as reassuring a smile as she could. He looked
so scared, and so proud at the same time. ‘There was another
light, a different one this time, coming from the sticks, shining
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right at me, and then it stopped. The blobs all seemed… I
dunno, surprised, confused, so I just got up and ran. I ran all
the way to the road, which is where my dad and everyone
found me.’
The Brigadier seemed lost in thought for a moment, so
Bishop said, ‘Thank you very much for that, Seren, that’ll be
a lot of help. Can we just ask a few more questions?’ He looked
from the father to the daughter as he asked, trying to give both
of them a say. She simply nodded, and Robert Jones seemed
too awed at his daughter’s bravery to offer an interjection.
‘You said these… things came from under the mountain?’
the Brigadier asked.
‘Yeah,’ she said. ‘It was Narrowback, down near The Gwyn
pub. Me and my friends used to play down there, until Da said
it was too dangerous.’
‘There you are, see?’ the Brigadier said with a brief smile
back at her dad. ‘Fathers are always right.’
‘And did you see anyone else up there?’ Bishop asked.
‘Anyone other than the monsters?’
Seren hurriedly nodded, remembering something. ‘Yes, yes,
there was another shape, behind some rocks, watching the
monsters and me. I caught a glimpse of her, when the lights
went off.’
Bishop took a step forward. ‘Her?’
‘It was a woman, with grey and black hair, in a long muddy
coat. She had her finger to her lips. I was so scared by
everything, I almost forgot.’
‘That’s alright, Seren,’ Bishop said, beaming, the relief
around him palpable. ‘That’s wonderful, don’t worry about a
thing. You’ve been a great help.’
‘Really?’ she asked, as the Brigadier got to his feet and gave
his friend a hearty slap on the back. ‘I’ve helped you beat the
monsters?’
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‘Oh, most certainly, Miss Jones,’ he said, shaking her hand
again, brimming with a new confidence. ‘You’ve been
invaluable, and a promise is a promise. Consider your monsters
beaten!’
After a few more thanks and a cheery goodbye, the two
brigadiers left a far happier Seren Jones to try and get some
sleep and made their way downstairs with her slightly less
confident father.
‘We know Anne’s here then,’ Bishop said, hardly able to
contain his excitement. ‘And we know she was unharmed just
last night.’
‘And we know precisely where to start looking.’ The
Brigadier nodded. ‘This is about as firm a grounding for an
investigation as I’ve ever enjoyed, and it is all thanks to your
daughter, Mr Jones. We must thank you again for letting us
see her.’
‘And you’re sure this woman is your wife?’ Jones asked,
opening the front door.
‘Too much coincidence otherwise,’ Bishop said.
‘In my career, I’ve dealt with Yeti, werewolves, Jack o’
Kent, the Loch Ness monster and Arthurian Knights,’ the
Brigadier said with a wry smile. ‘I’m what you could call an
expert on myths. Trust me when I say, coincidence is the
biggest myth of them all.’
Bishop’s eyebrows rose. ‘Jack o’ Kent?’
‘Well, you sound completely out of it to me,’ Jones said,
clearing his throat. ‘But you seem to have brought my daughter
some peace, at least. So, thanks for that.’ He extended his hand,
and the Brigadier took it, then Bishop. ‘Good luck catching
those things.’
‘Much obliged,’ Bishop said, stepping outside before
turning back. ‘I must say, and I hope I’m not intruding, but
you and your daughter seem awfully concerned for people
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who’ve just experienced miracles.’
Jones’ smile was without mirth. ‘Yes well, we’re still
waiting for the other one to drop, to be honest with you. Life
like this, with things like that, never feels like things can stay
this good for long.’
For the first time since they’d set out together, Bishop saw
the Brigadier’s face drop as they waved their goodbyes and set
off down the path. ‘No. No it doesn’t.’
The two brigadiers enjoyed the short drive to Narrowback, the
mountain from which the creatures had emerged. The winter
air was crisp, but the sky was cloudless and clear, the nicest
day they’d had in ages. The landscape was all rolling hills and
perfect greens, jagged mountains pushing the colour all the
way up to the blue. They parked in the nearby pub car park
and paid the smiling landlady for the space. Under other
circumstances, it would’ve been a picture-perfect evening out
for the pair, a chance to share drinks and exchange war stories
as they both so loved to do. But Anne’s absence kept them
present. She needed them to be soldiers again. Secretly, both
were almost grateful.
Despite this reinvigoration, neither men were as young as
they felt, so there was a break or two as they crossed the long
green fields. With that out of the way, however, they found
the cave mouth with little difficulty, and swapped bottled water
for torches from their backpacks of supplies.
‘Hey,’ Bishop said as he flicked his on. ‘You want to be
Mulder or Scully?’ When the Brigadier didn’t respond, he
added incredulously, ‘Really? No X-Files? I know you were
never really one for the telly, but…’
‘I see.’ The Brigadier sighed, leading the way into the cave.
‘One of these new programmes, is it?’
‘Right,’ Bishop sighed right back. ‘New... I’ll fill you in
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later. You know you were really good with Seren back there,’
he continued, changing topic abruptly. ‘Never thought kids
were really your area.’
He could practically hear the Brigadier’s eyes roll. ‘I did
teach Maths for quite a while, you know.’
‘Yes, well, I never quite bought that either...’
Letting that one slide, the Brigadier instead began to say,
‘This does take me back. It gets so difficult to keep track of it
all… Were you there for that business in the caves with the
dinosaur and–’ He stopped in his tracks. Bishop’s torch beam
swivelled to the Brigadier, who had switched his off and had
raised his arm for silence.
Bishop, cursing under his breath, hurried to his friend’s side
and switched his off also. Maybe they were getting old after
all. They were like amateurs, having a catch-up on a mission,
strolling into enemy territory without even considering the
element of surprise. Whether or not they still had it depended
on if those floating red sparks in the darkness had seen them
or not.
Two lights, spaced as if eyes, just a few feet off the ground.
Just the one combatant then, most likely. It was a little thing,
if its eyes were in its head like they usually seemed to be. And
despite their blunder, it didn’t appear to be responding to them
in any way. Strange; Bishop was sure that, between the noise
and the torch beams, they had to have been spotted.
He glanced at where he knew the Brigadier was standing,
eagerly waiting for the whispered plan, his own years of
command forgotten as familiar instincts kicked in.
In the end, however, any plan proved unnecessary. Before
either brigadier could begin to strategise, the red eyes tumbled
through the pitch black and, with a raucous clatter, bounced
along the floor towards them. After a moment, the pair flicked
their torches back on to find the enemy sprawled in front of
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them, out cold.
It was indeed a lumpy and misshapen thing, squeezed into
old and rusted armour that appeared to be several sizes too
small for it. As Bishop checked for any weaponry on the
creature, the Brigadier scanned the ground and surrounding
area for whatever had knocked it out. There was nothing. Did
it really just trip over its own feet?
Bishop couldn’t find anything remotely threatening on the
alien, so the pair of them dragged it by the shoulders to the
cave mouth, guns at the ready. It awoke once the daylight hit
it, little red lights flickering in its helmet, before finding the two
armed men and letting out a squeal.
‘Intruders!’ it cried. ‘Intruders in the lair of the Cessatrons!’
The Brigadier pulled back the hammer of his pistol. ‘Silence
now or we fire.’ There was another little squeal, but nothing
else was said, so they assumed it got the message.
‘Lair of the Cessatrons?’ Bishop muttered incredulously. ‘I
didn’t think any of them actually spoke like that.’
‘Is that you, then?’ the Brigadier asked, keeping the gun
pointed right at the thing’s eye. ‘Are you a Cessatron?’
‘Yes!’ The little thing actually seemed quite pleased. ‘I see
you have heard of us!’
‘Afraid not,’ Bishop said.
‘Me neither,’ the Brigadier agreed. ‘And that’s actually
something of a novelty these days.’
‘You…! You…! You can’t mean to tell me that you
Earthers have never heard of the glorious Cessatron Empire?
Rulers of the hundred galaxies? Conquerors of Infinity? Most
dangerous species in the universe?’ When none of the titles
elicited a response, its red lights flickered, like they were
blinking furiously. ‘I can’t believe it’s happened again.’
Bishop was reminded of the Dominators, and their
propaganda about being the masters of ten galaxies. This little
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thing didn’t seem like it had mastered walking. Before he could
stop himself, he asked: ‘Hey there, are… Are you all right?’
When the Brigadier shot him a look he hastily added, ‘They
did heal the sick, even if they had a funny way of going about
it. Maybe they’re the good guys.’
‘We most certainly are not!’ the Cessatron said, still
sounding a little choked up, but recovering fast. ‘I’ll have you
know that we are the baddest of the bad, the most powerful
and effective conquerors and despots this universe has ever
known!’ It gave what could have been a cough, before
continuing. ‘We have, admittedly, been out of the game for a
while. We “retired on top”, as you Earthers would say, but
now we’re going to reclaim our crown, starting with this
pathetic planet!’
‘Indeed?’ the Brigadier said, moving his gun a little closer
and eliciting another little squeal. ‘And who might we be able
to talk to about that?’
‘You… You wish to speak to my commanding officer?’
‘Exactly,’ Bishop said, hoisting the Cessatron to its feet and
propping it up as it had a little wobble. ‘Take us to your leader!’
Guns in one hand, torches in the other, the two brigadiers
marched their prisoner back into Narrowback’s cave system
and tried to follow him to his superior. It wasn’t the easiest
task, not due to the caves, the darkness, traps or anything else
you might expect, but instead because the soldier seemed to
get lost with every other corner they took. The Brigadier would
have been suspicious if the little thing hadn’t seemed more and
more terrified with each dead end. Despite the complete lack
of alien patrols or opposition, which the pair would have found
troubling if they weren’t so bemused, Bishop kept his torch
moving, constantly checking for Anne.
Eventually the three of them reached a large, echoing
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chamber, with a black throne carved out of the rock in its
centre. Bishop flicked his torch up, and was impressed to find
that he couldn’t actually see where the expanse finally ended.
They slowly made their way forward, checking their sides and
making sure they were clear as they approached the throne,
before stopping a few feet from the back of it, unable to tell
whether or not it was occupied.
The Cessatron glanced nervously back at them, and the
Brigadier nodded his assent. ‘Commander Terminatron,’ it
squeaked. ‘Intruders here to see you.’
To its credit, Terminatron didn’t seem shaken by their
arrival. If its name had raised an eyebrow, then its appearance
was far more concerning. It stood and, while not quite Bishop’s
height, it was much taller than its soldier, and wore armour
that actually fit. It was slimmer, more angular, and had a
battered black cape clasped to the back of its chest-plate. Its
red eyes burned as it turned to look on them, and for the first
time since their enemy had been revealed, the brigadiers felt
legitimate fear again.
‘Dismissed’ it rasped, and the Cessatron soldier hurried
from the chamber, only falling over twice as it did so.
‘Gentlemen,’ the commander continued, staring down the
barrels of their weapons with no concern. ‘May I first apologise
for your treatment upon your arrival.’
‘I’m…’ The Brigadier cleared his throat. ‘Your man did
nothing to harm us.’
‘Precisely.’ Terminatron shook its head ruefully. ‘I’m sure
you’re used to a better class of invader. I promise you, we are
working out the kinks. What are you doing here?’
‘We’re looking for my wife,’ Bishop said, eyes burning back
into the commander’s sparks. ‘Anne Bishop. She was supposed
to be looking into what you were doing here, the healings, and
then she disappeared.’
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‘Oh,’ it said after a moment. ‘Her. I’m afraid we don’t have
her.’
‘Excuse me?’
‘Yes, we tried to make her our prisoner but she escaped. I
have my men scouring the mountainside for her, you know,
but let’s just say I’m not optimistic.’
Bishop’s relief was only rivalled by his confusion.
The Brigadier said, ‘For the baddest of the bad, you don’t
seem to have an awful lot of faith in your men, Commander.’
‘They are… A work in progress. I imagine my soldier
informed you of my people’s history? They like to do that. They
were all true, the titles he listed. Did he tell you why we are
returning to the battlefield after all this time?’
‘It can be… Hard for old soldiers to walk away.’
‘A kindred Earther spirit. How sickening. But it’s worse
than that, Mr…?’
‘Brigadier. Brigadier Alistair Lethbridge-Stewart.’
‘That’s a lot of names. I’ll stick with the first one. And you?’
‘Brigadier William Bishop.’
‘Equal ranks. How do you ever get things done? Well,
Brigadiers, we heard, as all life will eventually hear, of a new
war coming. A war to shake the very foundations of reality.’
Bishop could just about hear the Brigadier mutter under his
breath, ‘Not another one.’
‘With news like that, I thought it would be best to get my
people back into old habits, ready to face down the unstoppable
and topple the unbeatable, as we always used to. I thought this
was our chance. And when we heard of your Earth, of its
reputation, the planet of a million invasions, I thought it would
be the perfect place to begin our new conquest, to re-cement
our reputation. Our successors, the new biggest-bads, they all
tend to have a thing about your planet, you know.’
‘Oh, we know,’ the Brigadier said.
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‘I have to say,’ Bishop said, ‘you don’t exactly sound
enthusiastic about all of this.’
‘Sorry,’ Terminatron hissed. ‘I’ve been doing my best to get
excited about it all, but it’s been a very long few weeks.’
‘Invasion not going as planned?’
‘It’s a disaster to be honest with you. I thought we’d start
off slow, go for the weak and the helpless while nobody’s
looking, just to get back in the swing of things, you know? My
men keep getting their guns confused in the dark though,
switching to the healing functions and...’ The commander
suppressed a shudder. ‘Helping our victims. Can you imagine?
I always said we should keep the healing switch away from the
trigger, but we need it so regularly, and the parts to switch it
all up won’t be here for at least another week…’
‘You intentionally target the terminally ill?’ The disgust in
the Brigadier’s voice was undisguisable.
Terminatron raised its arms above its head in mock
innocence. ‘Well, you’ve seen what I’ve got to work with! Can
you blame me for easing them into it?’
‘You’re… horrific.’
‘Hey, you think that’s messed up,’ it said, ‘just wait until
you realise I’ve been keeping you talking while my men
completely surround you.’
The two brigadiers spun, marking more and more Cessatron
soldiers standing around the chamber, gun-sticks trained on
them. It looked like it could be the entire force, assembled to
protect their leader. There wasn’t even any cover, besides the
guarded throne. There was no way they could fight their way
out now, not without a chance that one of the things would
get a lucky shot. Definitely slipping.
‘Very good men! See? We are getting better!’ The
commander looked just about as chuffed as an armoured blob
could. ‘Now, we have all definitely got our weapons switched
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to kill, don’t we?’ There were garbled calls from all around
them. ‘Excellent stuff! Now then, my great and mighty
invading Cessatron army – execute the intruders!’
The Brigadier and Bishop were trying to figure out who to
fire on first, back to back, weapons raised, old soldiers ready
for one last hurrah.
As it turned out, they needn’t have been.
The first Cessatron to fire, no doubt worried that the distance
between it and its targets meant it was going to miss them both,
decided to step forward as it squeezed the trigger. Completely
oblivious to the dip in the cavern floor in front of it, it
overbalanced and accidentally shot itself dead. The second and
third Cessatron, positioned on either side of the first, were so
alarmed at the sudden absence between them that they spun
to see what was wrong, and accidentally shot each other. The
fourth Cessatron, who hadn’t been a particular fan of the first
three, couldn’t help but double over laughing, forgetting its
safety was off, and accidentally shot itself dead also.
The Cessatron closest to the accidental massacre was now
determined the Earther warriors must have had some ancient
death sorcery behind them. It backed away, keeping them in
view for as long as its nerve would hold, before turning and
running straight into the unit’s demolitions expert. The ensuing
explosion rocked the caves, and left only three soldiers standing
when the smoke had cleared.
One, quite understandably, coughed as its helmet filled with
smoke. Another, less understandably, jumped at the sound and
shot its ally in the chest. Seeing it was just another Cessatron,
the soldier left out a relieved sigh, just before its downed ally
shot it back, with a strained but triumphant, ‘Ha!’
The last soldier in the great and mighty invading Cessatron
army took a moment to take in all of its downed allies and the
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two Earthers before it, and then bolted, ignoring its
commander’s protests. Not built for speed, however, it had to
stop after a few feet to catch its breath, and was promptly buried
under falling rocks, dislodged from the ceiling by the explosion.
Bishop blinked, thought about saying something, then gave
up and blinked again. He turned to look at the Brigadier, who
seemed more bemused than anything else.
‘So…’ Bishop said, clearing his throat. ‘Was that it then?’
The Brigadier and Bishop were shaken from their
bewilderment by a rasping scream, a sound of pure, dejected
agony. It was Terminatron, hunched and alone, surveying the
ruins that had once been its dream with tiny specks of red. It
put a gauntlet to its face and steadied itself on its throne.
‘I just… wanted to be hated and feared again, you know?’
‘Not really, no,’ the Brigadier said curtly, pointing his gun
back at the commander, Bishop quickly following suit. ‘We’re
taking you in, Commander. Surrender to the auspices of the
Fifth Operational Corps, or we will have to open fire.’
‘Now, the Cessatron may have fallen very far, Brigadiers,’
Terminatron hissed, leaning deeper into the throne, then
springing back with a gun stick of its own. ‘But we have not
reached the point of surrender just yet.’
‘Give it up, man,’ Bishop said. His gun arm was finally
tiring, and the soot kicked up from the cave-in was irritating
his eyes. He honestly wasn’t sure who would win a standoff
now. ‘What have you got left to fight for?’
‘Reputation!’ the commander cried, firing and taking the
Brigadier’s gun out of his hand, then Bishop’s before he could
react. ‘We all know that you Earthers have a reputation up
there, and if you two are working to stop me here, then I
imagine you may also have a reputation for defending this
world. I can explain my glorious army’s defeat if it was you
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who slayed them! And better still, I can bring your heads back
to my home world to show that, even in defeat, the Cessatrons
claimed two of Earth’s mightiest heroes as recompense!’
‘Take me,’ the Brigadier said stepping forward. Bishop
turned to protest but the Brigadier silenced him with a hand.
‘You don’t need two corpses. I’m his superior officer, and I
have a longer service dealing with extra-terrestrial threats.
‘Only by a month,’ Bishop said, sotto voice.
‘I’ll go over a lot better than my colleague ever would,’ the
Brigadier finished, ignoring Bishop’s remark.
‘His superior?’ Terminatron’s red lights narrowed to slits.
‘You are both brigadiers!’
‘Not anymore,’ the Brigadier said. ‘I am a Commander of
the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire. I refer to
myself as brigadier for… Sentimental reasons.’
‘A fellow commander eh?’ The Cessatron’s smile was in its
voice. ‘Yes. Yes, I like that. Your head to start then,
Commander.’ It aimed its weapon.
There was a bright burst of light from where it stood. The
Brigadier and Bishop both shielded their eyes from the glare,
and when they looked back, Terminatron was gone.
After the latest in a long line of bewildered silences, the
Brigadier said, ‘What the devil…?’ and was interrupted by a
wonderfully familiar voice.
‘It was their transmat, the device they used to kidnap all of
those people. I managed to reverse it, sending the
commander… Well, home I suppose. I doubt he’ll get a
particularly warm welcome.’
Bishop spun, and there she was: making her way through
the soot, smoke and disaster was Doctor Anne Bishop,
seemingly unharmed, beaming at the pair of them. ‘Hello,
Alistair, Billy. What are you two doing here?’
Bishop ran to her, dodging around detritus, and wrapped
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her in a hug. ‘Anne, I… We came to rescue you!’
‘That rather depended on me being captured, didn’t it?’ she
replied wryly. ‘I was just investigating their operation here,
looking into their medical technology. For Edward.’ She
turned to the Brigadier and embraced him as well. ‘Hello, old
friend. It’s wonderful to see you, even if it is, well, surrounded
by dead aliens again.’
‘At least we are consistent, eh?’ the Brigadier said. ‘Did you
have any luck, with the Cessatron’s healing guns?’
Anne’s smile dipped a little. ‘No, I’m afraid. I’d heard of
their species before, you know.’
‘Oh, they’d have been overjoyed to hear that,’ Bishop said,
smiling.
‘Yes, but I’m afraid it was only as the butt of alien jokes.
You see they were very impressive, long before humanity
evolved, but once they had retired they themselves devolved
from the most impressive killing machines in the universe to,
well…’
‘The only enemy I’ve faced that was nice enough to
completely take care of itself,’ the Brigadier said. Anne cleared
her throat. ‘Well, almost completely.’
‘It’s because of their remarkable levels of incompetence that
their medical technology is so perfect. They need to recover
from catastrophic injuries on a nearly daily basis. The only
issue is that it was built by them for their home world and never
properly adapted for our atmosphere, our gravity. It’ll all be
useless before long, dangerous even. The only spontaneously
combusting medical equipment I’ve come across so far…’
Anne massaged the bridge of her nose, then turned to her
husband. ‘I’d recommend sending some men in to quarantine
it all as soon as possible actually, dear. Best to avoid any further
cave-ins.’
‘Speaking of cave-ins,’ the Brigadier said, scanning the walls
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with his torch until he found the exit, ‘shall we continue this
conversation outside?’
‘A Lethbridge-Stewart in charge, being saved by Anne
Travers,’ Bishop said as they left together. ‘Just like old times.’
‘Okay, so it’s about this pair of FBI agents,’ Bishop said,
leaning over in his seat to address the Brigadier. ‘One of them
a sceptic, the other a believer, investigating all of these
unexplained phenomena.’
His audience didn’t even look away from his view of the
valleys, sweeping by beneath them. ‘Oh, I can’t stand things
like that. They always get so much of it wrong.’
‘Actually, I think some of our more cautious colleagues in
the States are tempted to try and bring the creators in for
questioning.’
The journey back to Albert’s had been one of stops and
starts. Bishop had called in the Corps to clean up the
Cessatron’s mess, filling the extremely grateful local pub and
its car park with squaddies, specialists and anyone high up
enough to carry red tape. Leaving their car to be dropped off
by Colonel Miles, they opted to take a chopper back instead,
convincing a reluctant Lethbridge-Stewart that it would be
faster, and very impressive to the children.
The first children they visited were indeed very impressed.
An overjoyed Seren and the kids of a grateful neighbour,
Manuel, were granted a quick flight whilst Anne took a
moment to talk to Bob Jones. She explained that, despite all
of the Cessatron’s problems, their healing was faultless. He had
nothing to fear – he, his daughter, and all the other unfortunate
people they had targeted, were going to be okay. Before he
could stop himself, Bob had caught her in a big, bleary-eyed
hug. His uncomfortableness afterward only made Anne’s smile
wider.
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Thanking each of them in turn, he said to the Brigadier:
‘Maybe life can just stay good, eh? Every once in a while.’
The Brigadier found he couldn’t answer.
They were back up in the air now, heading for Albert’s
garden, one last treat, Bishop said, for the Lethbridge-Stewarts
to enjoy. The Brigadier had fallen strangely quiet, eyes locked
on the passing landscape.
After a little while, Anne sat forward and said, ‘What’s
wrong with you then, Alistair?’
Bishop blinked his confusion and the Brigadier went to
protest, but before he could get past a syllable, Anne said,
‘Don’t lie. I’ve known you longest of all. Well, nearly longest,
and I know when you’re upset. So, fess up, quick as you like.’
The Brigadier glanced at Bishop, who simply shrugged and
said, ‘Honestly, I find it best to give in around about now.’
The Brigadier looked back at Anne, then out the window
before he spoke. ‘I’ve missed this. I’ve missed this very much.
The adventure of it, but more than that; how it’s all just so…
Worthwhile. The look on Seren’s face, on her father’s, and
knowing that’s because of you. It’s truly one of the best feelings
in this world.’ He stopped for a moment. ‘I’ve been feeling it,
this ache, since all that business in Carbury.’ He glanced at
Bishop then. ‘With the knights, Morgaine, and that… monster.
Between my time at the school and my life with Doris, I finally
thought I could leave it all behind, and then it all came flooding
back to me. I knew that I wanted to go back to it all. But I
couldn’t.’
‘Retirement doesn’t mean anything for people in our world,’
Anne said.
‘Clearly,’ Bishop grumbled.
‘It’s not that,’ the Brigadier clarified. ‘I nearly died, facing
the monsters that time. And I would have been leaving a
family, my wife and children and grandchildren, behind. So
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many people to miss me… How could I jeopardise that? How
could they ever forgive me?’
‘Shouldn’t they have a say in all this, too?’ Anne asked.
‘Talk to them. I’m sure they’d rather you be happy than
miserable for their sake.’
The Brigadier wasn’t sure what to say to that.
‘Again,’ Bishop said, patting his old friend on the arm, ‘I
often find it best to do what the lady says.’
After a moment more, the Brigadier said, ‘All right. I’ll talk
to them. Thank you, Anne.’
‘My pleasure,’ she said, before adding; ‘And I was worried
you were getting old.’
‘Old?’ he said, smiling again. ‘Me? Never.’
After a brief pause, Bishop said, ‘But in all seriousness, I’m
going to ache for weeks.’
Everyone started laughing.
Conall was very excited to see the helicopter, just as they had
hoped. And, once his friends had gone home and his grandson
was in bed, Alistair Gordon Lethbridge-Stewart did what he
found most difficult in the world – he sat down with his son
and he talked about why he was afraid. And his son
understood… No, he was overjoyed. He confessed his own
worries about his dad, everyone’s worries, and told him they
would all be happier if he was happy too. Albert felt like it was
a breakthrough moment. New stories were what were needed
after all.
He left his father to get some tea for them both, and to tell
his wife what a genius she was, and it was on his way back that
the worries started to creep back in. His father was an older
man now. The world was a darker place. Maybe he was right
to be concerned about his own life, about what might happen
to the family without him. Albert wasn’t sure he could cope
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now, without his father there.
But then he stepped back into the doorway and looked, as
he always used to, at his father sat in that old armchair by the
conservatory doors.
Alistair was on the phone to some old UN contacts, talking
about consulting again, maybe working as an envoy. His voice
was warm, his eyes were alert, and that twinkle, that life,
permeated from him just as it always used to. Albert smiled
despite himself, and stepped over the threshold.
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Lucy Wilson
Sue Hampton
This story is set two years after the Sarah Jane Adventures
television serial, Enemy of the Bane

I

t had been a while since Sir Alistair Lethbridge-Stewart
had attempted a train journey. His health was less than
optimal and it was frustrating to find his stamina so limited
when his brain remained pretty active; he did what he could
to make sure of that. Today, however, he might take a day
off from Sudoku and the cryptic crossword.
From the moment he decided, before bed last night, his
mind had been focused on other things. Now he was on the
way. There was always an element of risk in turning up
unannounced, but he was sure Lucy wouldn’t mind missing
Gym Club. There was an element of risk there too,
apparently, and that was what she loved about it!
He was relieved to get a seat. Glancing at the noisy
teenage youths on the other side of the carriage, he judged
them boisterous but harmless. As for the slick twentysomething opposite him, with perfectly shaped hair and
sunglasses, he was too good-humoured to be trouble – and,
from the way he smiled at the little screen, quite possibly in
love. Sir Alistair couldn’t help assessing his fellow-travellers
with a suspicion that had long been a necessary habit, but it
was some time since he’d been a potential target for anyone
or anything.
Life was quiet, orderly and sometimes lonelier than he’d
any intention of admitting. And if London needed saving all
over again there’d be some whippersnapper – probably with
a tattoo under his uniform – to rise to the challenge,
doubtless without seeing fit to consult his advice.
As the train moved away, he took out a book he’d been
determined to finish for a while. A Complete History of the
Unexplained was interesting enough but the writer, a
professor of some kind, often seemed to Sir Alistair to be
overlooking the obvious explanations. People were so
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foolish about aliens. Either they wanted them appealing and
lonely, or gorily psychotic, but either way they were a joke
people took no more seriously than fairies, despite the events
of recent years; spaceships crashing into St Stephen’s Tower,
the Christmas Star, all that business with ATMOS, Miracle
Day, not to mention the planets in the sky. The author of this
book revelled in mysteries that would be solved if he just
accepted the reality of other species with homes beyond
Earth – or forces too clever for Hollywood.
If Lucy was a teenager he could have got Con to text her
discreetly for him: Grandad is on his way. Keep it secret. As it
was she’d be pleased to see him, much more pleased than
Albert. Tamara would love to make peace between the two
of them, father and son, but perhaps it was too late now. At
least if his memory failed him and he ended up in a nursing
home, he’d forget what the problem was, all the harsh words
and silences and misunderstandings, the resentment. Not
that he’d ever fully known or understood.
‘I wasn’t made for family,’ he’d told Anne Bishop once,
shortly after reconnecting with his daughter in the mid-’90s.
And since then, what with grandchildren from both his son
and his daughter, he’d been forced to become better at family
life. But, like he’d told Doctor Bishop, he simply wasn’t
made for family. But was it an excuse? Life was full of
choices and he hadn’t always made good ones, not in his
personal life.
With Lucy it was different. They’d bonded from the first
time he’d persuaded Tamara to bring her to see him when
she was a few months old. Con was grown-up enough to be
thrilled with his new baby sister, but Nick showed signs of
jealousy and that had been understandable enough at seven
or eight. Sir Alistair had given them plenty of attention but
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there was something about Lucy, something he almost
recognised, even then, in the brown eyes she fixed on him.
Not that anyone would pair them up in a game of Happy
Families; with her wild, dark curls and pale brown skin she
was very much Tamara’s daughter. What he saw in her was
something he could only call her spirit. And as she’d grown
she’d been full of that.
A paragraph later, Sir Alistair glanced at his reflection
with industrial walls and old steel behind it. His sparse hair,
white and lacklustre, was in need of a barber. And it was
time he took the old jacket to the dry cleaners. His own spirit
felt faded too, just as worn and dull. But Lucy was a bright
spark. Did anyone use that phrase these days? He supposed
that in the military there was a vocabulary that still endured
in spite of the civilian slang that left him behind.
There had been one visit when she was barely two;
Conall was playing cricket, and Sir Alistair had thought Nick
would benefit from letting off steam at the park. Released
from the pushchair, and not really filling dungarees that used
to be Nick’s and had been rolled at the hems, Lucy made a
slightly wavering and unsteady beeline for the most
enormous slide. Nick laughed and roared with pride but
Tamara began to run, shouting, ‘No, Lucy, stop!’
Lucy didn’t stop. She probably didn’t even register
anything but her target; her focus was unswerving even if her
running wasn’t. Soon she was on the steps up and Tamara
was probably regretting fancy boots with heels that sunk in
damp grass.
He’d told Tamara she’d be fine.
‘Go Lucy!’ Nick cried, still laughing. ‘Whoah, animal!’
Like a half-decent grandfather, Sir Alistair had gone to
the end of the slide where the polished surface dropped
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children a foot or so above a worn patch of mud. He looked
up and for a moment saw nothing. Then she emerged at the
top and, just as her mother tried to reach for her, she bent
forward and launched herself on her stomach with her arms
ahead like a diver. He was there to scoop her up before her
chin could thud to the ground.
‘I never thought she’d go head first!’ Nick said. ‘She’s a
nut job, a head case!’
‘I’m a head case,’ Lucy said in Sir Alistair’s arms as he
stroked the curls from her forehead. That made Nick laugh
all over again, but Tamara was as shaken as she was relieved.
She thanked him. ‘She does that kind of thing all the
time, Alistair,’ she told him as soon as she’d finished
hugging and repeating a message about being careful that he
supposed a waste of breath. ‘The boys were never as daring,’
she added quietly. ‘Were you?’
In the last twenty-odd years Sir Alistair’s childhood
seemed more real and less distant, but it was still vague, and
those memories he retained weren’t always happy. He’d
been in a kind of outdoor gang looking for Boy’s Own style
adventure, and just one girl called Jemima had been allowed
to join it. But she hadn’t been as fearless as his granddaughter.
‘Not especially,’ he said. ‘I was quiet, a serious child.’
‘Like Alby,’ Tamara said, and smiled. It wasn’t so easy
to smile back, or to believe the hidden message that his son
wasn’t really a stranger, or didn’t have to be. Not if the two
of them tried, finally after twenty years, to find the
connection they’d never made.
Well, he’d connected with Lucy.
Now, putting down the book he hadn’t read at all during
the journey so far, he produced from his wallet a photo of the
two of them. Lucy had insisted on the photograph last time
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he saw her, and Con had obliged her – almost two years ago.
She would have been all of five; clever for her age, but still
quite small, always had been. Pint-sized and power-packed!
The picture was blurred and her hair filled a lot of it, but
her smile told him she loved him, and that was a miracle of
a kind. His face lowered beside hers looked softer than it
used to. If he hadn’t known himself better he would have
read tenderness in the smile, a tenderness cameras had never
drawn from him before – because he loved her too.
Yes, he thought, it was time. If not now, well… an
endless supply of years, months or even weeks was one thing
he couldn’t count on anymore.
It felt strangely like a mission. So he wasn’t best pleased
when the train stuttered to a stop without any immediate
explanation. In the old days, he would have switched at once
to mental high alert, imagining who or what might have
taken control in the driver’s cab. Now the voice announcing
signal failure sounded as world-weary as the passengers.
How stupid of him. Would he miss her backflips and
balances now? He should have caught the earlier train. He
patted his jacket pocket and for a moment felt a stir of panic.
Not there! All he found was his train ticket. Could he have
dropped it? Left it at home?
Searching his inside pocket, his hand recognised the
shape of it. Of course he hadn’t lost it. But if he missed her
at the sports centre, and she didn’t go home afterwards, how
would he get it to her after all this time? And if he turned up
at the house, what kind of welcome could he expect from
Albert – especially if he had the faintest idea…?
Sir Alistair’s planning used to be exemplary. In the glass
he saw a sadness that was becoming a familiar sight.
*
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Lucy Wilson heard Ayesha clap and cheer at the end of her
floor routine, but she knew she wasn’t the best in the club.
Just good enough for a junior gymnastics bronze medal now
and then, and that was fine. The vault was her speciality,
mainly because she had no fear. Her parents had been saying
so since she began to walk but preferred to climb, hang or
plummet.
Lucy hadn’t seen Grandad for months and he was getting
too old to swing her or take her weight. That thought made
Lucy sad, and if her parents didn’t take her to visit him
soon… well, even though she didn’t see him often, she didn’t
like to think about her life without Grandad in it.
The coach had a few tips for Lucy, ending with, ‘So we’re
looking for finesse rather than wild abandon.’ And a wink.
Lucy grinned, taking that as a compliment. Then Gym
Club was over for another Saturday. The two girls went to
change and Lucy told Ayesha she’d try not to dress with wild
abandon.
‘Oh, go on,’ Ayesha said, freeing her long black hair
from the topknot. It was as smooth as Lucy’s was explosive.
So Lucy managed as much wild abandon as she could
without concussing anyone or, as she put it, ‘anyone calling
the cops’. Ayesha was coming back to Lucy’s house for
lunch and they were going to help Mum work on costumes
for the end of term Strictly show at school. Lucy wasn’t sure
how long she could stay interested in sequins.
She was always ravenous after Gym and ready for
peanut butter and banana sandwiches, with coconut and a
drizzle of honey. But Ayesha’s dad was late. He sent a
message for them to wait in the café because he was stuck in
road works but wouldn’t be long.
‘Tell me one of your alien stories,’ Ayesha said as they
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dumped their kit bags in the sport’s centre café and sat down
on a couple of stools.
Lucy didn’t mind being asked, but they weren’t hers
really. They’d grown from slivers of memories – of stories so
exciting that there was no way she could match them, even
with an imagination her teachers called ‘huge’.
‘They’re Grandad’s,’ she told Ayesha. ‘Not mine.’
‘I wish I had a grandpa who could make up stories.’
‘He didn’t…’ Lucy stopped. She’d added her own
details, but whenever Grandad had told them, they’d felt
almost real: true stories, not fiction. He told them as if he’d
been there.
She remembered overhearing her dad complaining when
she was little that she’d have bad dreams because of those
stories, but she never had. Why would she? The way
Grandad told them, he always defeated the aliens in the end
and that was the best bit. Even now, she liked trying to draw
the creatures he described, especially the one that looked like
a salt shaker with the sink plunger. And it was fun to invent
extra-terrestrial species, too. He used to encourage her to do
that and pretend to be very scared. ‘Stop!’ he’d cry. ‘You’ll
make my hair stand on end.’
Lucy could see Ayesha was waiting, but sometimes the
stories seemed too special to share, even with her best friend,
and she understood why Conny had told her it was better to
keep them secret.
Ayesha must have read her mood because she changed
the subject. ‘Is your big brother really going to marry Dean?’
‘Looks like it, only it’s not really getting married,’ said
Lucy, ‘so they won’t expect me to wear a dress either.’
Would Grandad go to the wedding, or would he be too
doddery by then? Some older people were funny about gay
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marriage, but Grandad was too kind for that. Only the way
things were between Dad and Grandad, he might not even
be invited.
Looking at his watch, Sir Alistair stepped out of the station
and consulted his A to Z as a reminder of the route. He’d
have to walk briskly to catch her before she left the sports
centre. Exercise was essential at his time of life but seeing the
black cab, he was tempted. So it was disappointing when a
middle-aged couple climbed in the back.
‘You can do it, Grandad,’ he heard in his head as he
began walking. Such a quick role reversal in her short
lifetime! At first he’d been vigorous enough to egg on the
toddler, helping her to believe she could do anything. Not
that she needed much encouragement to try. But last time
he’d seen her he was the one lacking self-belief and needing
her faith in him to keep him going on Albert’s bike, while she
pedalled ahead, hair ballooning behind as if she might take
to the skies.
If he’d caught a cab he could have risked a peek – taken
the strange, unearthly gift out of his pocket and checked it
over, just to be sure. No need to tell her at this point where
it came from or how he acquired it. What mattered was
passing it on. Homo sapiens had always needed symbols,
investing them with weight, with a meaning that was
emotional rather than objective. They were a kind of
shorthand too, of course. One day she’d understand that and
more, when he was no longer around to explain.
So many people! One of the side-effects of age was a
different need for space, and some of these passers-by were
invading his. He was avoiding some dog’s mess (as his wife
called it) fouling the far end of a pedestrian crossing (of all
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things) when something tripped him and he stumbled. Not,
fortunately, into the offending obstacle, but he lurched all the
same, and inadvertently knocked against a youth who
objected.
‘Oi! Steady on, Grandad!’
He swaggered off. Suddenly there seemed to be bodies
pressing in on Sir Alistair on all sides, most of them wellmeaning and concerned. How feeble must he seem?
Having thanked a stout woman and her husband who
wanted to know if he was all right, he dusted himself off. No
harm done. Or so he thought, until his hand found his inside
pocket and felt the absence there.
He might have bent to search around him if he hadn’t
glimpsed – or maybe sensed – something no one else would
notice. Not that his eyes were radar-sharp, but somehow he
found it: a hint of green pulsing in the nearest hand that
swung away from him. It was attached to a squat frame that
might almost have been a child’s, except that its inhabitant
walked alone, with a more-than-human bounce. The odd
tentacle-like protuberances from its head were also a dead
giveaway as to its non-terrestrial origins.
The reflexes had been faster once but they were deeply
ingrained. Sir Alistair’s walking stick shot out and hooked
around its target: a curling tail hidden under a Parka jacket
and as green as ivy. Tugged back, the owner fell at Sir
Alistair’s feet.
‘Give it back.’ He held out his hand.
Under its hood, the skin might have been a Van Gogh
portrait, with the green Joe Public ascribed to Martians
shining dimly through its human disguise. Not from Mars,
of course. Sir Alistair was struggling to remember the origins
of this particular species, once called the Pranksters if he
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remembered correctly, even as his hands closed around the
stolen item.
The pedestrians who had been so concerned for his
welfare a moment ago, seemed oblivious now, about their
own business. It was a trick some life forms could pull off at
will, a kind of camouflage or mind-clearance technique that
fooled the humans. With the odd exception.
He had to smile when the thief raised his hands in a ‘fair
cop’ gesture and winked a rather red eye at him.
‘Nice try,’ he said, restoring the object to his pocket. ‘But
I don’t want to see you again this side of the after-life.’
Off it lolloped, and melted into the nearest wall. If only
all extra-terrestrials were as guileless and inoffensive. This
one was no more trouble than a greedy child who couldn’t
keep his hands out of the candy jar – if anything of the kind
existed in the modern world.
Lucy would have no trouble dispatching a threat of that
kind, but there was danger beyond the universe that wasn’t
as much fun as she hoped.
Sir Alistair smiled. He hadn’t quite lost his touch. The
pub on the street corner ahead was the old-fashioned kind
and reminded him of different days, not all of them peaceful.
The name was familiar too. Had he taken a woman there on
a date, possibly a first and last? It was hard now to match the
name to the face and the place and the time, and as for the
feelings… More than one of the ladies he’d courted had
doubted he had any of those. Looking back he’d concluded
some time ago that he shouldn’t have married his first wife
at all. But perhaps the pub had been the location of a
different kind of scene, where he was on duty in a more
challenging agenda than saying or doing the right thing to
please a lady?
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He told himself that he couldn’t regret his hapless love life
when it had made Lucy possible, two generations on. He’d
been slow to realise it, but she was his second chance.
There it was, the sports centre. His knee locked stiffly but
he pushed through the pain and hurried inside.
Dad was still talking on his mobile. Lucy didn’t suppose he
said as many words to her in a week as she could just about
hear from his study. She couldn’t work out what he was
talking about, but it was bound to be about work. Lucy
sometimes thought that was all he cared about, even though
his father was a hero and almost famous.
‘He should call Grandad,’ Lucy said, with some
sandwich still in her mouth.
‘I’m sure he will,’ Mum agreed, with a look that might
have meant, manners, Lucy. Or possibly, don’t start in front of
Ayesha, please.
‘I’m sure he won’t. I’ll call him later myself.’
‘Would you like some strawberries, Ayesha?’ Tamara
asked.
The sun was thickening outside. Although Lucy was
looking forward to incorporating some somersaults and a
backflip into her end of term routine, she’d never been a
sparkly kind of girl and she’d rather be outside than fussing
with feathers on a dance costume.
‘Can we eat them in the garden?’ she asked Tamara after
she’d filled her bowl.
She knew Ayesha would make for the old swings that
used to amuse her brothers. They were stained and battered
but there were days when all Lucy wanted to do was kick
and push, and drive herself as high as any human her age
and size possibly could without actually flying.
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‘Hey,’ she said, suspicious now at Ayesha’s blissed-out
face. ‘I hope you’re not thinking about my brother.’
Ayesha thought Nick was ‘handsome’, but Lucy had told
her how annoying and grumpy he was, complaining one
minute that he was ‘trying to study here’ and the next
disappearing out to party with his mates. Without Conny to
offload on, she’d combust.
Almost there. Ridiculously tired now, after a fifteen-minute
walk that was hardly a route march, Sir Alistair took a deep
breath of London air that wasn’t as clean as it should be.
Perhaps he should have given them advance warning, but
the last time he’d tried to make an arrangement Tamara had
said, ‘I’ll just check the diary,’ leaving him with no Vivaldi
to listen to while he waited on the end of the phone, until she
came back eventually with an awkward explanation that it
wasn’t possible. Or the following weekend either.
People said that time was a healer of such grievances but
Albert’s seemed rather to be hardening. Doris told him it
wasn’t personal, that their son just needed time to work
things out. Sir Alistair would like to think so, but fathers
should be there for their sons at the start, and then at the end
the sons should be there for them. That was the way of it,
and between the two of them he and Albert were making an
almighty hash of the whole business. Twenty-one years, and
still they didn’t know how to navigate around each other!
‘Too alike, perhaps?’ Tamara had suggested once, and he
hadn’t known how to react. Presumably that made both of
them emotionally illiterate, unable to express what went
deepest, and stiffening like ironing boards the moment they
were required to try. He hoped, nonetheless, that Albert was
a very much better father.
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‘Daddy doesn’t like me playing aliens,’ Lucy had told
him years back.
What could he, of all people, say to that? It was around
the time that Albert asked him, at the end of a visit, ‘Lay off,
Alistair, will you? Change the channel?’ Albert always used
his given name when annoyed at him, a not-so-subtle
reminder that Albert had grown up thinking George Wilson
was his father.
‘It’s just fantasy, Albert. All children live in the world of
the imagination,’ Sir Alistair had reasoned, when he could
have asked what else he had to offer, since imagination was
something he’d always lacked and all he could draw on for
Lucy’s entertainment was a modified, highly censored
reality that she craved and devoured. After all it was wilder
than any story.
‘It’s not normal!’ Albert protested that time. ‘When kids
operate with their plastic surgeon kit they use a teddy. They
don’t cut open an invisible patient, telling their equally
invisible assistant that it has two hearts to look out for, but
take care because both of them are black. They don’t
bandage the head to stop the brains creeping out and
invading the surgeon’s mind!’
Alistair wished he’d been a fly on the wall for that
particular surgical procedure. Lucy was an extraordinary
child, and he took no credit for that.
He sidestepped some litter, caught a cat turning to
deliver a scornful glare in his direction and approached the
house, telling himself that this trepidation was shameful.
Conall had been a quiet but stalwart supporter until he left
home and gone on to university; Nick hadn’t had spared him
more than an ‘All right, Grandad?’ on his way out for years
now.
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*
Mum and Ayesha were busy with needles and thread and
stick-on gems, but Lucy’s fingers weren’t made for detail.
Ayesha was singing Olly Murs’ Heart Skips a Beat under her
breath; one of the many CD singles Ayesha had bought for
Lucy, although she wouldn’t have chosen it for herself. Olly
Murs was cute, but he was hardly One Direction. She felt
restless as the two of them chatted, and wished her costume
for the dance show was less girly and more… sci-fi.
The doorbell rang suddenly and there was Ayesha’s
mum, come to collect her early because her grandparents
had arrived. Lucky Ayesha, thought Lucy, as they drove
away.
After Mum disappeared into the kitchen, Lucy decided
to design an alien costume whether or not the teachers could
manage to think far enough outside the box to allow it.
Having changed the music to something loud that rattled her
from the waist up, she was listing materials like pipe cleaners
and screws, table tennis balls and liquorice shoe laces when
the doorbell rang again.
‘I’ll go!’ Dad yelled, adding, ‘Volume down, Lucy!’
She didn’t quite get around to that. She was starting to
draw when a track came to an end and in the moment’s quiet
she heard her father’s voice. It was raised but she couldn’t
hear anyone else talking. Who was at the door? She turned
the music down with the remote control and listened at the
table, her pencil vertical in her hand.
Sir Alistair hated scenes and preferred in such situations to
keep his voice crisp but level with dignity.
‘Albert, for heaven’s sake, I’m not contagious. I won’t
contaminate the place.’
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‘It’s Lucy’s mind you’ll contaminate. She’s not even
eight yet. How is she supposed to handle it all? Other girls
her age still have their heads full of princesses and unicorns
and boy bands…’
Sir Alistair let out a sigh. He was too old for this
nonsense. ‘You can hardly blame me for everything that has
happened in the last five years.’
‘Can’t I? You practically invited all these aliens, you and
your lot.’
It was an old argument. One that had built up ever since
that blasted ship had crashed into the Thames in 2006.
Albert liked to think he knew what his dad had been doing
for most of his career, but he knew so little of Sir Alistair’s
time with the Fifth and the United Nations. Lucy, at least,
was more open to such stories.
‘Albert,’ Sir Alistair tried. ‘Lucy is an individual, Albert.
You should be proud…’
‘I think you’ll find I know my own daughter better than
you. You see her twice a year, three times…’
‘You know that’s not my choice. But I’ve come to see
Lucy. You know she’d want to see me and I do need to speak
to her alone...’
‘About what? To prepare her for the invasion of the
spiders from Mars?’
Sir Alistair glanced back into the hallway and saw Lucy
watching. As her eyes met his, she ran towards him. Her
arms couldn’t reach around him but he felt a rush of love,
received and given.
Tamara had emerged now, and welcomed him quietly.
He kissed his daughter-in-law’s cheek, just one – not the
excessive French way.
‘Lucy,’ he said, ‘shall we go in the garden? It’s a beautiful
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day.’
Lucy nodded eagerly. Albert surrendered with his arms
flung out briefly. Then he crossed the hall into his study and
didn’t quite close the door behind him. Tamara said she’d
make some tea and returned to the kitchen where she would
overlook them from the window above the sink.
First wiping his shoes very hard on the doormat, Sir
Alistair followed Lucy through the lounge, stepped down
from the patio door and noticed that the grass needed
cutting. One could hardly call it a lawn.
‘Are you all right, Grandad?’ Lucy asked. ‘Have a rest.’
She sat on the garden seat facing the swings and patted
the space beside her. He lowered himself more stiffly than he
used to and remembered to keep his back straight. The roses
could do with some pruning, but they were surviving neglect.
‘I’ve missed you, Grandad.’
‘But not as much as I miss you,’ he said, and must have
sounded sad because she placed her hand on his. Perhaps, he
thought, given the slim but not remote possibility that Albert
might march out and eject him – or simply join them as a
critical inspector determined to squash all spirit – the best
time was now.
‘Lucy, I have something for you. It has a story, a long
one, but… it’s special to me and that’s why I want to pass it
on. It’s not… well, it’s not the kind of artefact you can buy
in a shop.’
‘Because it wasn’t made on Earth?’
She was so quick. ‘No indeed, far from it.’ He felt for the
box and lifted it from his pocket, its corners softening already
in the sunlight. ‘I don’t know what it’s made of, but if I did
you couldn’t find it on the internet. Not, I hope, that your
parents allow you on there.’
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He placed it in her hand, where it shone like a Christmas
bauble – but not remotely like that at all, because the colours
were a rainbow prism and their shine was deeper as well as
brighter. Looking at it, the pair of them could have done
with sunglasses. Lucy blinked and grinned.
‘What is it?’ she almost whispered.
‘Have you heard of Pandora’s Box?’ Sir Alistair asked,
because he couldn’t be sure what they learned in school these
days.
Lucy nodded. ‘It released the troubles of the world.’
Sir Alistair nodded too. ‘But this… You know there’s
matter and anti-matter?’
‘This is the opposite?’
‘In a way. So there’s trouble in this world and others too,
but this… it’s full of hope. It reminds us when we need it
most. And I’m at that age when… Well, this is about you,
Lucy. There will be times when darkness gathers, and this
will remind you.’
‘I don’t want you to die, Grandad!’
‘But you have no fear, Lucy Wilson,’ he said gently,
wishing that was true of himself. ‘Look!’
Her eyes on him, Lucy hadn’t seen the colours begin to
separate and scatter, like the sparks of fireworks.
‘It’s melting!’ Lucy cried, but now that the box had no
corners and no faces she could hear it too. Was it the sound
of snowfall, or birdsong, or the sea?
They sat and watched as colours exploded silently into
the warm, sunlit air. The smell of the roses felt heady now.
He thought she might look desolate now that it had
vanished, but she was smiling.
‘It’ll be back when I need it,’ she said.
‘Yes, without fail.’ He was remembering a story from his
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Sunday school days in Bledoe, of the old Samuel anointing
David as king. ‘Never forget you’re a Lethbridge-Stewart,
Lucy.’
She sat up straight, her eyes shining. ‘I won’t. I am.’
Would he see her again? He just didn’t know. He wasn’t
well, he knew that, less so than he liked his family to know.
But his wife, Doris, knew, and looking after him was proving
more than she could handle on her own. Out of the corner of
his eye, Sir Alistair found Tamara at the kitchen window.
‘Tea coming, you two!’ he heard her call.
‘Lovely!’ he called back and turned once again to his
granddaughter, who squeezed his hand.
‘Lucy Lethbridge-Stewart,’ she mouthed. Or perhaps it
was a whisper his ears weren’t young enough to hear.
He lowered his voice too, and smiled. ‘It’s in your blood.’
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ucy had never stayed in a smart hotel before.
The Wilsons had a large, fancy suite, with Lucy
in a twin room next to the master bedroom. Outside
the window, the whole of London seemed to be
ready for Christmas, and even in the hotel corridors
there were splashes of minimalist, up-market
sparkle.
‘That TV company, Gentle Whatsit, must have
plenty of money to splash around,’ remarked Dad
while Mum explored and offered a running
commentary on all the extras: fruit, chocolates, even
champagne.
There was a big, flat TV and, on the shelf below,
a What’s On guide. Lucy checked and there it was,
on Friday’s page: To an Unsung Hero: A Tribute to
Brigadier Sir Alistair Lethbridge-Stewart. The show
would be live. Lucy rather hoped the presenters
would ask her about Grandad, as long as she didn’t
start to cry on national television.
She showed her parents but Dad was still
grumpy about the whole thing, so she said, ‘I hope
they’ve got more sense than to interview you, but if
they do, can you just be an actor, and pretend you
loved your father?’
‘Lucy,’ he said, so much more gently and sadly
than she had expected, ‘try to trust me. You think I
feel nothing but it’s more that I feel… too many
things.’
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Watching Mum squeeze his hand, Lucy could
only say, ‘All right.’
‘But I feel uneasy about all this, I do.’ His eyes
looked old and anxious. ‘I can’t explain.’
‘I don’t suppose you can,’ said Lucy, hoping that
didn’t sound rude. ‘Goodnight.’
Before sleep, with her door shut and her voice low,
she called Hobo. He was in a boisterous mood and
obviously having fun with Conall and Dean. It
made her feel a little jealous, but she was glad too.
‘I told them you were too scared to be in the big
city without me to look after you,’ Hobo said, and
she could hear the grin on his face. ‘Conall said
you’ve always been a wuss.’
‘Can I speak to my big brother now?’ she asked
him. ‘Or are you going to rumble on all night like a
stomach full of wind?’
After Hobo had passed him the phone, Conall
told her how he’d smoothed things over with the
Kostinens somehow. ‘Given the circumstances, I
think I made a remarkably convincing case.’
Lucy could picture Hobo giving him a high five
and she heard Dean calling him, ‘Hotshot.’
‘I don’t foresee any problems tomorrow but the
old man should probably be the last to know.’
Conall often called their father that. ‘I’ll call him an
hour before the show, to make sure he doesn’t give
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the game away when Hobo here gives him a bear
hug and calls him Dad.’
Lucy chuckled. Hobo would have filled her big
brother in by now: about the danger and the dark
forces besetting Ogmore. Of course Conall knew
more about Grandad and his work than she ever
had, and he always understood.
The mattress was so deep and dreamy that she
could have slept like a baby even if someone had
shoved thorns underneath. Remembering the briars
spilling out like barbed wire around ‘her’ bench
looking down on the beach in Ogmore, she
wondered whether she’d ever sit there again. And
thought how sad she would be if she couldn’t.
But in the middle of the night a screech tore
through the room and broke that baby sleep. Lucy
jackknifed up and dashed to the window, pulling
apart the soft, heavyweight curtains. Something
was prodding the glass like a drill. Even though the
black, feathered body was almost lost in the night,
she recognised the orange beak shining under the
hotel lights, and the flaming round eyes. Had it
hitched a ride on the top of the train, or what?
Lucy knew it was important to remember that
she had no fear. What could the stupid gull do to
her anyway? It was like a child in a Hallowe’en
costume on the doorstep. She jabbed a forefinger
towards it before closing the curtains again. But was
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it normal for gulls to attack London hotels? This one
was attached to her like a defender to a striker. She
might have left Ogmore but someone or something
was still out to get her.
Before a hotel breakfast, Lucy turned on the huge
TV in her room and saw a trailer for the show. It
was so exciting. A full-colour image of Grandad
filled the screen for a moment, and she sat on the
end of her bed with an open mouth that shaped a
quivery smile. Not long to wait now!
She thought Mum and Dad might have missed
it but no, when she alerted them, there it was on
their even bigger screen in the deluxe double
bedroom. For a moment her father’s face looked just
as she imagined hers had done: happy-sad and eyes
wide.
The day was going to be a long one, and Lucy
was tempted by the tablet she found in a drawer,
but she hadn’t forgotten the strange behaviour of
Ogmore phones. Instead she exercised in the hotel
gym, swam in the pool, lazed in the sauna and ate a
massive lunch in spite of all the chocolates she’d
snacked on. Then she wrote a letter to Grandad; she
wasn’t sure why, but since she’d lost him, he’d
never felt so close. But then she scrunched it up into
the wastepaper basket along with the chocolate
wrappers.
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Soon it was time to get ready. Just as Dad started
to clean his best shoes with a bit of spit in a hankie,
his phone rang and Lucy saw him sit on the bed.
‘Son, is this some kind of joke?’
After the call, he told her, ‘The adults in this
situation seem to be victims of a conspiracy. I gather
it involves Hobo masquerading as Nick, with an
email invitation forwarded to Conall’s and printed
off so they’ll let him in. What I don’t understand is
why.’
Mum said she supposed no harm was done; it
would be lovely for Lucy and no one could question
Hobo’s initiative. Lucy could see Dad still wasn’t
happy, but that was nothing new. His mood didn’t
even improve much when the TV news announced
that the children missing from a south Wales school
were
all
safely
home.
Describing
the
disappearances as a ‘high-spirited stunt,’ a senior
police officer said the case was now closed.
Mum cried with happiness because of ‘their
poor mothers’. At the sight of the familiar faces
making a brief montage on screen, Lucy felt
enormously relieved. She’d been right. Whatever
had really happened – and she guessed they’d all
forgotten – the village was safe now she’d gone.
Reception called to say their limo was outside. It
was really happening. Finally Grandad was going
to be celebrated, and Lucy couldn’t wait. She’d
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never seen her father look sleeker; he was almost
handsome. Soon they were on the way to the South
Bank in the long, Hollywood-style limo, its black
paintwork so liquid in its shine that it was like a
mirror. And pre-Christmas London was as glittery
as an enormous ballroom.
Arriving, Lucy looked up at the twenty-four
storey tower and hoped the lifts never failed. It
turned out that Studio One was in the building
between the tower block and the river. But where
were the others? Did Hobo even possess a proper
shirt?
In the lobby, beautiful young women with long,
perfect hair stood in fitted navy-blue suits and
matching court shoes, ready to direct or escort the
guests up to Studio One. Lucy began to wonder
whether they were all related because every time
she spotted another – greeting one elderly couple or
gesturing with a smile and a graceful arm to
another – she looked so like the last. In their arms
they had devices which obviously listed everyone
on the audience list.
‘Albert and Tamara Wilson,’ her father told the
hostess who wished them a good evening. ‘And
Lucy.’
‘Ah, special guests. Since we’re hoping to bring
you on stage later, as close family members of the
great man himself, we’d like to take you to make-up
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first. Follow me please. It will only take a few
moments. You all look just fabulous as you are.’
Lucy spotted the doubtful glance that excluded
her from that compliment but she didn’t care. She
was dressed for action.
They were welcomed into the make-up
department by another of the interchangeably
glamorous young women, this one with a fat brush
in hand. The scalp she was dusting down was
Hobo’s. He sat between Conall and Dean with a
white shirt and a black velvet bow tie. In the mirror
she saw him wink as he said, in an accent worse
than Dick Van Dyke in Mary Poppins, ‘Little sis! You
might have made an effort. Did you think it was a
rock-climbing party?’
‘Witty as ever, Nick,’ she muttered, rolling her
eyes.
She overheard the make-up artist’s assistant
murmuring to Mum, ‘We didn’t know about
Nicholas Wilson’s… accident? Is it contagious?’
Lucy and Hobo both laughed at that.
‘No sweat, love. You can’t catch it,’ said Hoboas-Nick. ‘Alopecia universalis. Came on soon after
I started at uni in Nottingham. But I don’t let it
cramp my style.’
Lucy could see he was enjoying this. But his
accent was wandering a bit so she cried, ‘Conall!
Deano!’ and gave them both a hug. Then the three
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swivel chairs were vacated. The trio she’d begun to
think of as ‘smooth operators’ were led off to Studio
One. Lucy sat and stared at her own face in the
mirror. Better turn down the dimmer switch, she
thought. She didn’t just look like a child on
Christmas morning. With eyes like baubles, she
looked like the tree.
Dad, meanwhile, couldn’t have looked more
uncomfortable if he’d sat on a coat hanger. But soon
they were all buffed, two heads of female curls
sprayed stiff and three smiles a little more shiny
and colourful.
There was a queue outside the studio, where
security men were checking like airport staff, but
the Wilsons were led straight past the long, welldressed line which included officers in uniform
with medals.
‘VIP treatment,’ murmured Mum in Lucy’s ear.
‘Do you recognise anyone?’ Lucy asked Dad, but
he shook his head.
Lucy thought it was just as well the people
queuing had a large screen to watch. It seemed to be
showing the same trailer over and over again, and
glancing back she saw Grandad’s face the size of a
giant rock in Hardee’s Bay. But who were the oddlooking people jumbling around him on screen like
playing cards turning over and spinning? One man
had the white hair of an old wizard but some
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looked quite modern; between them they wore a
long striped scarf, a bow tie, a cricket pullover, and
one seemed to be holding a recorder. There was
even a beautiful woman with shoulder-length
blonde hair. Who were these people?
The Wilson family were just moving into the
studio when Mum waved an arm high, bracelets
rattling.
‘Dad,’ she called. Lucy followed her gaze and
spotted Grandpa Sam, the tall, black, living one
who hadn’t visited since last Christmas and only
talked to adults anyway. But he was on the other
side of the studio. He didn’t hear so well these days;
his broad, stooped shoulders didn’t turn.
Another blue-suited beauty showed them to
their seats a few rows from the front, but Lucy had
already found Hobo, his head easy to spot amongst
the dinner suits.
‘All right, Nicky boy?’ she asked, sitting
between him and Conall. ‘Haven’t you got essays
you should be writing?’
Lucy’s eyes moved all around the enormous
studio, with its lights and monitors, huge cameras
on wheels, crew in headphones, the PA system and
stage and…
‘Grandad’s old armchair!’ she murmured to her
brother (the real one). ‘Or just a copy from
photographs?’
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‘I’m not sure,’ he said. She could see on his face
that it brought back the same kind of memories.
There were other seats facing the armchair, and
a big screen behind an old Police Box. People were
filing in and there was a low hubbub of polite
conversation all around them.
‘It’s just a wheeled cart really,’ Hobo told Lucy,
pointing out a camera on wheels and ridden by a
guy in headphones. ‘Called a dolly. Modern
cameras usually have pneumatic or hydraulic
mechanisms they call pedestals, to adjust the
height.’
Lucy thought of Roman arenas and charioteers
racing wheeled carts too. She noticed the
teleprompter below the lens of one camera, but no
one had said who the presenter was. Hobo was
muttering about a ‘multiple-camera set-up
controlled by CCU connected by a Triax’. It was so
distracting she had to tell him to stop.
Looking back across the gradually filling rows of
seats, Lucy spotted a lively group of children who
seemed to be accompanied by a couple of greyhaired but animated women. Otherwise most of the
guests had faces as flat and dull as empty screens.
Looking at Hobo, she could tell he was thinking.
‘What?’ she whispered.
‘Clues,’ he said. ‘I’m trying to process them. I’ve
identified a few and they all seem to point in the
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same direction.’
Much as Lucy wanted to be happy and carefree
in that particular moment, she knew at once what
he was going to say even before she asked the
question, ‘Point to what?’
‘Something off. Fake.’ He looked up and around,
back and forward again, then straight into Lucy’s
eyes. ‘Eyes and ears open, Lucy. This isn’t right.’
He was holding one of the programmes that had
been left on each seat, swinging it as he talked as if
it might help him think. As a floor manager
announced that there would be some entertainment
while they waited for the studio to fill, he tapped
the programme on his knees.
Then he opened his mouth, took a pen from his
jacket pocket and began scribbling, crossing out…
until he looked back at Lucy, a question on his face.
‘Gentle Grace-Line IT,’ he muttered. ‘Strange
name for a TV company. Sounds more like a
computer firm.’
A woman in a red dress and an old, rolled, 1950s
hair style said she was going to sing a number
called ‘You Belong to Me’, which the floor manager
said ‘our hero’ might have listened to as a young
man. The song was soppy and the voice was
syrupy. Grimacing, Lucy found Hobo staring
intently at the programme. She sensed a kind of
excitement.
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‘Yes, definitely. An anagram.’
‘Hobo? An anagram of… what?’
‘I think it’s… yes. But what does it mean?’
‘What does what mean?’ Lucy asked.
‘Great Intelligence,’ said Hobo.
www.candy-jar.co.uk/books/avatarsoftheintelligence.html
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Curse of the Mirror Clowns
Chris Lynch
This extract is set in 2018

I

n the deepest, darkest reaches of space, there ard
monsters.
Out there, in the inky black, past the furthest
stars, they bare their teeth and they sharpen their
claws. On barren worlds they charge their bombs
and load their guns. They fuel their ships and they
plot and plan, plot and plan to one day steal away
this Earth of ours.
Oh yes, out there in space, there are monsters.
But not just out there.
Because if you were a clever monster, if you were
a monster that had really thought about what it
would take to dominate this Earth, you wouldn't
arrive from the sky in a ship, announcing your
intentions. You wouldn't drop bombs and you
wouldn't fire guns.
You would come quietly. You would take your
time. You would worm your way in, become a part
of the world. You would be ordinary. You would be
safe. People would recognise you. We would know
your name.
You would be… boring. Very old and very
boring. Until one day you decided that it was time
to strike…
Yes, if you wanted to steal a planet, that is most
assuredly the way you would do it.
*
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Lucy ran down the main corridor of the school, the
creature lumbering after her. Skidding to a halt at a
corner, she glanced back.
‘Stupid craft project!’ she shouted, then
disappeared around the corner.
The creature shambled on. Toilet rolls, margarine
tubs, washing up liquid bottles, tin foil… Every inch
of the thing was made from junk, rubbish Lucy had
intended to make into a sculpture for art class.
Except the junk had had other ideas! Ideas that
might have come to something but for the
misfortune of coming to life in a school attended by
Lucy Wilson.
Lucy popped her head back around the corner.
The junk was taking its time.
‘Come on!’ she shouted, then disappeared again.
The creature sped up, changing its shape as it
moved. An arm here, a leg there, it remade itself step
by step, gaining speed, gaining on Lucy. It rounded
the corner just in time to see her disappear through
the door to the school swimming pool.
Lucy raced through the changing rooms. The
lights were still on, but school had been closed for a
few hours. There was something very strange about
being in school after everyone else had gone home.
Stranger to Lucy than being chased by a junk
monster. There was Lucy, there was school, there
was Ogmore-by-Sea… and there were monsters. The
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most normal thing on the list was the monsters. Lucy
knew where she was with monsters.
Reaching the pool, Lucy stopped. She could hear
the thing blundering through the changing rooms
behind her. She took a step back, then another, until
her heels were over the edge of the water. There was
nowhere left to go.
The thing burst through the door. It had crashed
through the lost property box on its way, adding lost
plimsolls, shorts, and t-shirts to its mass. It charged
towards Lucy, splitting itself open to form a huge,
gaping mouth.
At the last possible moment Lucy dived to one
side, landing hard on the tiled floor, feeling water
from the pool splash over her as the monster
tumbled over the edge. Wincing from the impact,
Lucy rolled onto her side and watched as the
creature twisted and turned, trying to create a shape
that would hold together. Slowly and surely it broke
apart, until nothing was left but a layer of junk
floating on the surface. There was no scream, no
words, no monstrous hand to break the surface of
the water and drag Lucy in.
It was simply… over.
Which was just as well, as it was nearly teatime.
As Lucy was getting to her feet, Hobo came
clattering through the door of the boy's changing
room . He looked at Lucy, then at the pool, then back
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to Lucy.
‘What happened?’
‘Art class,’ said Lucy with a grin.
‘The monster?’
‘Water soluble glue. It just couldn't keep itself
together.’
Hobo looked at the pool again, watching the junk
floating on the surface.
‘You could have waited.’
Lucy patted Hobo on the shoulder.
‘You'd have slowed me down, Hobo. It’s better
this way.’
Lucy was through the door to the girl's changing
room before Hobo could answer. He would have
followed her to the ends of the Earth, but there are
some places no boy should ever set foot, and he
suspected Lucy knew this too.
*
Hobo caught up with Lucy just outside the main
school building. She was already pushing through
a gap in the wire fence.
‘You could have waited,’ Hobo panted,
struggling to catch his breath.
‘I just dumped our class project in the swimming
pool,’ said Lucy, popping out of the other side of the
fence. ‘I'm not hanging about to see what happens
next!’
‘Why not?’ asked Hobo. ‘What does happen next?’
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‘If we get caught? Probably quite a bit of
detention, I’d imagine.’
Hobo sighed.
‘I meant with the monster. The alien. Whatever
that thing was.’
‘Oh that,’ Lucy replied dismissively. ‘Yeah, yeah,
that's done. Don't worry about it.’
Hobo, fearing the icy grip of the caretaker on his
collar, started to push his way through the fence as
well.
‘Seriously though, Lucy, what was that thing?’
Lucy scuffed her shoe on the ground, pondering.
‘The Great Intelligence?’ Hobo suggested.
‘Maybe,’ replied Lucy. ‘It seems a bit… crude
though, don't you think? A junk monster?’
Hobo popped out of the fence like a ragged lump
of streamers out of a party popper. Lucy dodged out
of the way. Having escaped the clutches of a junk
monster, she’d have been disappointed to end her
adventure crushed by Hobo.
Lucy reached down and helped Hobo to his feet.
Side by side, they started to head for home.
‘What if,’ said Hobo, ‘the Great Intelligence left
some sort of energy behind, like radiation or
something, and that's what animated it?’
Lucy shrugged. ‘Yeah, could be. But it's gone
now anyway, and I doubt we'll see another.’
‘So that's it?’ Hobo asked. ‘You don't want to
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investigate?’
‘Nah,’ said Lucy. ‘Thing is, Hobo, when you're
like me, these things just happen.’
Hobo had known Lucy long enough to feel a
‘Lethbridge-Stewart moment’ coming on. He had a
nose for it, the way that some animals could sense
the impending eruption of a volcano.
‘It's all part of being a—’
‘Lethbridge-Stewart,’ Hobo interrupted, ‘I know.’
Lucy shot him a sour look. ‘That's right,’ she
persisted. ‘When you're a—’
‘Lethbridge-Stewart.’
‘Yes,’ said Lucy, frustration creeping into her
voice. ‘It means that monsters just happen. They’re
like an occupational hazard. It’s just that instead of
being a policeman or a fireman, I'm a—’
‘Lethbridge-Stewart!’ spat Hobo.
Lucy threw her hands up in exasperation.
‘Will you stop doing that?’ she shouted.
‘You first,’ said Hobo defiantly.
‘What do you mean, “Me first?” ‘
Hobo shook his head. ‘The Lethbridge-Stewart
thing! For someone who secretly battles aliens, you
don't half go on about it! I just wish you'd give it a
break every once in a while.’
Lucy shrugged. ‘Sorry,’ she said sarcastically.
‘And it's not just that,’ Hobo continued. ‘You
obviously don't need any help. Not from me, not
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from anyone. I mean, look at tonight. I thought we
were supposed to be a team.’
‘You know I didn't mean it like that, Hobo, I
just—’
‘No, look, so, it's cool being friends and
everything but... why don't you just leave me out of
all your—’
‘Lethbridge-Stewart stuff?’ offered Lucy, weakly.
‘Yeah,’ said Hobo. ‘That. For a bit, at least.’
Without realising it, they’d reached the part of
their walk home where Hobo turned left and Lucy
turned right. They both paused. Each of them
wanted the other to take a different route that night,
but both of them knew that neither would.
In the end it was Lucy who moved first. Hobo
sighed. He was holding her back even now.
‘Night then, Hobo,’ she said.
‘Night.’
Hobo was only a few yards down the road when
his resolve cracked. He turned and called after Lucy.
‘Hey, Lucy? Did you hear that the circus is
coming to town?’
Lucy didn't turn around.
‘Lucy?’
‘Not my thing, Hobo,’ came the eventual reply.
‘Kind of not into clowns, to be honest.’
‘Oh… OK.’
‘Don't let me hold you back though.’
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With that, Lucy disappeared around the next
corner. Hobo knew that following her now would
be even more dangerous than entering the girl's
changing room.
http://www.candy-jar.co.uk/books/curseofthemirrorclowns.html
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Alistair Lethbridge-Stewart
Andy Frankham-Allen

Cry Havoc…

A

listair Lethbridge-Stewart was born in the Cornish
village of Bledoe on February 22nd, 1929. As he grew
up, young Alistair found himself resentful of the idea of
military service due to, firstly, his paternal grandfather
(after whom he was named) insisting Alistair should one
day enter military service himself, and secondly, because
his father’s career in the Royal Air Force constantly kept
him away during important moments in Alistair’s young
life. Shortly after his ninth birthday, Alistair lost his brother
to a tragic accident, when James fell into Golitha Falls and
drowned. This tragedy was compounded in 1945 when
Alistair’s father was reported missing in action. Both these
events led to his mother taking him from Bledoe for good,
although during the journey to Lancashire both he and his
mother totally forgot about the existence of James.
His resistance to a military career continued into young
adulthood, and he intended to pursue a career in teaching,
but he was drafted for National Service during the Korean
War. As a private in the Signals he was held as a prisoner
in a temporary Chinese prison camp. He met 2nd
Lieutenant Spencer Pemberton of the Parachute Infantry,
and the friendship they built up during that time led
Lethbridge-Stewart to a new appreciation for military
service. He was breveted as a 2nd lieutenant during the war.
After his National Service, he placed himself on the waiting
list for Sandhurst Military Academy. His mother was
initially concerned about this career change, but soon
realised Alistair was doing this for his father as much as
himself. In 1954 he enrolled in Sandhurst and trained to be
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an officer. He graduated bestowed with the Sword of
Honour and Queen’s Award for being the most outstanding
cadet on his course. During his Sandhurst days, he was one
of the ‘holy trinity’ that included fellow cadets Walter
Douglas and Leslie Johnston. These cadets caught the eye
of Brigadier Oliver Hamilton at Sandhurst, and he
continued to follow Lethbridge-Stewart’s career. Alistair
and Douglas remained in contact, while Johnston went a
different way, led by a totally different ideology to
Lethbridge-Stewart and Douglas. As a 2nd lieutenant in the
Scots Guards, in 1956, he met Sergeant Samson Ware, and
encountered a young woman called Pearl Hammond, a
barmaid on the Kentish Coast. Despite what his platoon
said, nothing romantic happened between them, although
he didn’t dissuade his men from thinking otherwise.
While Hamilton rose in the ranks, so too did LethbridgeStewart, with Hamilton sponsoring him all the way. In 1968
he met Doris Bryden in Brighton, where they had a weekend
fling. They kept in touch for a few weeks after, but his duties
soon got in the way. Nine months later, unknown to
Lethbridge-Stewart, Doris gave birth to a son she called
Albert. Later that year, while stationed briefly at Aldgate,
Lethbridge-Stewart was introduced to Corporal Sally
Wright of the Women’s Royal Army by Douglas. The two
hit it off quickly and began dating. Lethbridge-Stewart
wasn’t too bothered about dating someone in the Forces,
since Sally was stationed at Fugglestone as adjutant to
Hamilton. Their responsibilities were unlikely to clash.
This all changed, however, in February 1969 when
Lethbridge-Stewart was pulled from manoeuvres in Libya
to help out in London at the behest of Colonel Pemberton,
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now an officer in the Parachute Regiment’s Special Forces
Support, when it was surrounded by a strange mist. While
Pemberton commanded forces in Central London,
Lethbridge-Stewart handled things on the outer edge of the
mist. Until Pemberton was killed while ‘escorting’ Professor
Travers across London. Lethbridge-Stewart made his way
to Goodge Street, but his team was killed in an ambush and
he found himself lost in the Underground. He arrived at
Goodge Street to take command, and along the way bumped
into the Doctor.
They did not have the most auspicious of starts to their
relationship, with Lethbridge-Stewart initially suspicious of
the impish little man. But the Doctor soon proved his worth,
and the seeds of their friendship were formed when
Lethbridge-Stewart placed his trust, not to mention the
safety of his men, in the Doctor’s hands. He was highly
doubtful of the Doctor’s claims about a time machine, but
Professor Travers seemed to believe the Doctor, so as it was
expedient to do likewise, Lethbridge-Stewart accepted the
Doctor’s claims. After their defeat of the Great Intelligence,
Lethbridge-Stewart considered the Doctor a hero, but the
Doctor disappeared after he learned that reporter Harold
Chorley wanted to make him a household name.
Lethbridge-Stewart was given command of the clean-up
by Hamilton, and stationed himself at London Regiment
Offices in Battersea. Douglas was assigned to take over from
him, while Lethbridge-Stewart and Sally due to take some
much needed leave. That never happened, however, since
Lethbridge-Stewart followed the trail of dead-soldier, Staff
Sergeant Arnold, back to Bledoe. There he faced off against
the Great Intelligence again – from the distant future – and
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discovered the truth about James. His brother was possessed
by the future Intelligence in 1938, which then killed him and
removed all memory of him from Lethbridge-Stewart and
his mother. He also learned that James was born with an
immortal soul, which was later reincarnated in Owain Vine,
a seventeen-year-old in Bledoe – the soul would eventually
be reincarnated and ascend to become the Great
Intelligence. Lethbridge-Stewart reconnected with his
childhood friends, Ray and Henry, and bonded with Owain;
they decided to look at each other as uncle and nephew.
These events convinced Lethbridge-Stewart even more
of the need for a special taskforce to deal with aliens, but
Hamilton vetoed it, claiming the British Armed Forces
weren’t ready for such a thing yet – and no, he couldn’t
approach the United Nations Security Council about it,
either. Hamilton agreed to look into things, while
Lethbridge-Stewart looked for more concrete evidence of
aliens. He was officially stationed at Chelsea Barracks, and
assigned Lance Corporal Bishop, who had helped him in
Bledoe. It was at this point, the end of March 1969 that he
became engaged to Sally. He intended to go to Tibet, but
his plane crashed en route and he ended up in an alternative
version of Earth, ten years in the past. Drugged, he became
convinced he was in a faux-English village in East Germany,
but found that hard to tally with meeting an adult version
of James. He returned to his own England, and only later,
in conversation with Anne Travers, learned the truth of what
had happened. Further evidence of time travel came his way
on Fang Rock, when first Owain and Bishop were sent back
to 1902, and then Anne was transported back to 1823. He
learned about the war between the Rutan Host and the
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Sontaran. Hamilton sent him to meet with Vice Air Marshal
Gilmore, who revealed to Lethbridge-Stewart the truth
about the Doctor’s involvement over the last couple of
decades and of the Home-Army Fourth Operational Corps.
Together they uncovered a secret bunker beneath London,
owned by the Vault and run by Lieutenant Leslie Johnston.
After the incident with the Dominators and Dominex,
Lethbridge-Stewart and Hamilton had enough evidence to
put together a secret military force, the Fifth Operational
Corps, to protect the UK from alien threats. They were
supported by Gilmore and Peter Grant, on behalf of the
Ministry of Defence, and received private funding from
industrialist Peyton Bryden.
Becoming the Brigadier…

F

our years or so after his first encounter with the
Intelligence, Brigadier Lethbridge-Stewart was married
to Fiona, and they had a three-year-old daughter, Kate. He
was assigned as the first commander of the United Kingdom
branch of the newly-formed UNIT; the United Nations
Intelligence Taskforce, created after Lethbridge-Stewart and
Peter Grant approached the Security Council. Part of
Lethbridge-Stewart’s orders were, should the Doctor return,
he had to obtain his services; much was still unknown about
the Doctor, but Hamilton preferred him to help UNIT than
other agencies. All information about the Fifth had to be
kept, deliberately, from the Doctor. Lethbridge-Stewart
wasn’t keen on playing dumb, after all he trusted the Doctor,
but he had his orders. The Doctor was not to know that the
Fifth was really behind UNIT’s UK operations.
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It was while UNIT were investigating the strange goingson at International Electromatics, run by industrialist Tobias
Vaughn, that the Doctor and Jamie stumbled into things.
They were spotted by UNIT surveillance, and brought
immediately to a reunion with Lethbridge-Stewart. It was
a happy meeting, and Lethbridge-Stewart enlisted the
Doctor’s help, as per his orders, to prevent the invasion of
the Cybermen. Following this, the Doctor left, and
Lethbridge-Stewart was debriefed by Hamilton and was told
to draft in a scientific advisor; Lethbridge-Stewart wanted
Anne, but she was too connected with the Fifth and it was
felt her involvement with UNIT would compromise the
secret nature of the Fifth. After months of interviews,
Lethbridge-Stewart drafted Doctor Elizabeth Shaw as
UNIT’s scientific advisor.
Freshly regenerated by the Time Lords and exiled to
Earth, the Third Doctor was not initially accepted by
Lethbridge-Stewart, who didn’t believe him to be the same
man. After encountering shape-shifting aliens before, it was
an understandable reaction, however the Doctor clearly
knew him. He gradually warmed to the new Doctor, who
was somewhat brusque towards Lethbridge-Stewart,
dismissing him with a wave at one point. Once the first
Nestene invasion was defeated Lethbridge-Stewart, upon
orders from Hamilton, quickly asked the Doctor to stick
around in case the Nestene tried again. The Doctor became
UNIT’s official, although unpaid, scientific advisor, with
Liz serving as his assistant.
The Doctor remained for several years, even after his
exile was rescinded, and over that time an extremely strong
friendship developed between the two men. It took some
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time, however, since the easy companionship LethbridgeStewart and the Second Doctor enjoyed was gone, replaced
by a Doctor that was less forgiving of Lethbridge-Stewart’s
military mind-set. One of the most notable early examples
of them coming to loggerheads was over the solution of the
Silurian problem at Wenley Moor. Once the Doctor and
Liz had successfully beaten the Silurian plague, he wished
to broker a peace between humanity and the Silurians (the
original owners of the Earth), but as soon as his back is
turned, Lethbridge-Stewart set off charges and destroyed
the Silurian hibernation settlement beneath the moor; the
Doctor considered this possibly genocide, or at the very least
murder. Their relationship remained strained for a short
while afterwards, but still stranded on Earth the Doctor
continued in his role as scientific advisor. Things came to a
head once more after Project Inferno was halted, when the
Doctor decided he was leaving Earth, having seemingly got
the TARDIS console working again. He made a point of
saying he would not miss Lethbridge-Stewart, but when the
console fetches up at a nearby rubbish tip, he returned with
his tail between his legs. Lethbridge-Stewart took great
pleasure in reminding the Doctor of his harsh words before
agreeing to help. This pretty much encapsulated their
relationship for the next few years – two men who have a
grudging respect for each other, but were not quite friends.
Owing Peter Grant a favour, the Brigadier’s assigned his
niece, Jo, to the Doctor. When the Doctor wanted rid of
her, the Brigadier refused to accept the responsibility of
telling her, and told if the Doctor wishes to ‘sack’ Miss Grant
he would have to tell her himself. The arrival of Jo that
mellowed the Doctor and smoothed relations between him
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and the Brigadier. It was shortly after the incident at Devil’s
End that Lethbridge-Stewart’s marriage failed, because of
the secrets he was keeping, and Fiona left him. He was
determined that he would never be married again; his work
did not allow for successful relationships – first Sally had
died, and then Fiona had left him. In the years that followed
Lethbridge-Stewart would have a very distant relationship
with his daughter.
By the time Jo made known her intentions to leave
UNIT (and the Doctor) to get married, the friendship
between the Doctor and the Brigadier was strong enough to
keep the Doctor attached to UNIT, even though he had no
reason to remain behind any more.
When the Doctor learned of the Brigadier’s tryst with
Doris in Brighton, he ribbed the Brigadier, who took it well,
even though he was embarrassed by such private
information being revealed. He became used to the Doctor’s
sporadic trips in the TARDIS, especially once Sarah joined
him, and was more amused than annoyed when the newly
regenerated Fourth Doctor departed abruptly rather than
attend Buckingham Palace. Lethbridge-Stewart was there
when the Doctor underwent his third regeneration; his
reaction was a far cry from his protracted acceptance of the
Third Doctor. He merely raised an eyebrow and said, ‘Well,
here we go again’.
In the early 1980s, the Brigadier became heavily involved
in the bureaucracy of UNIT business, spending increasing
amount of time away from direct command of UNIT UK.
When the Doctor returned to stop the Kraal invasion, and
deal with the Krynoids, UNIT was being commanded by
two replacements while the Brigadier was away in Geneva.
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The Brigadier officially retired from military service in 1976
and took up teaching A-Level maths at Brendon Public
School.
He met Tegan, a companion of the Doctor, in 1977
during the Queen’s Silver Jubilee, and became involved in
an adventure which saw him losing much of his memory –
particularly in connection with the Doctor. He remembered
his work with the Fifth, and UNIT, but nothing of the
Doctor’s involvement. The whole event was written off as
a nervous breakdown. To help him regain his focus, he was
asked by Brigadier Douglas to watch over Damon
Vandervoorde, the son of a notorious London gangster, who
was being placed at Brendon for protection. When the Fifth
Doctor arrived at Brendon in 1983, the Brigadier totally
failed to recognise him, despite the Doctor reminding him
of their time at UNIT and his ability to regenerate.
Eventually the Doctor jogged the Brigadier’s memory, and
he accompanied the Doctor on a ship stuck in a warp ellipse.
There he met his younger self from 1977 and as they touched
hands the Blinovitch Limitation Effect shortened out the
time differential, causing the 1977-Brigadier to lose all
memory of the Doctor.
Sometime later, while attending a reunion at UNIT HQ,
the Brigadier was visited by the Second Doctor. They were
both time-scooped to the Death Zone on Gallifrey, where
they had to find their way to the Dark Tower and Rassilon,
the single greatest figure in Time Lord history. There the
Brigadier encountered other incarnations of the Doctor, the
Fifth, Third and First and was reacquainted with both Sarah
and Tegan. He also took great pleasure in flooring the
Master with a single punch, ‘how nice to see you again,’ no
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doubt taking out years of frustration at being beaten by the
Master so many times during his UNIT days.
In the new year of 1990 he received a phone call from a
young man claiming to be his son, and he reconnected with
Doris, and slowly built up a relationship with their son,
Albert. He was around for the birth of Albert’s first son,
named Conall. Family reconnections continued during the
’90s when he finally made his peace with Kate, and met his
first grandchild, Gordy – named after both the Brigadier and
his own father. He gave up teaching and married Doris. It
was during the 1990s that he helped the United Nations to
implement new dating protocols to cover 1969 to 1989, after
he discovered that those twenty years had been condensed
into ten, with events overlapping, due to the continual visits
of the Doctor in his damaged TARDIS.
In 1997 he was called out of retirement by a call from
Geneva telling him that the Doctor was back. Doris didn’t
want him to go, but the presence of the Doctor was the
deciding factor. He had to go. He threw himself into the
events at Carbury and rather enjoyed the adventure. After
reading the report of Brigadier Bambera, he assumed his
replacement was a man and was a little surprised to discover
that Winifred Bambera was a woman. Although he didn’t
let any respect for the fairer sex get in the way. His
awkwardness around women was emphasised in his initial
bad handling of Ace, but they soon bonded over her love of
explosives, and worked together to blow up King Arthur’s
spaceship. The Brigadier, an old hand at regeneration by
now, was not slightly fazed by the Doctor’s new appearance,
recognising him immediately; ‘who else would it be?’ he
asked with a smile. He single-handedly stood down the
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Destroyer, armed with only his faithful revolver and silver
bullets. The Destroyer asked if the world can do no better
than the Brigadier, to which he replied, ‘Probably. I just do
the best I can,’ and pumped bullets into the Destroyer. The
Doctor thought the Brigadier dead as result, and states how
the Brigadier was supposed to die in bed, but the Brigadier
waved it away.
Over the following years the Brigadier was made a
Commander of the British Empire and became Sir Alistair.
Shortly after that he took up a position as UNIT’s special
envoy, and was often sent overseas, especially to Peru,
where he tended to get stuck quite a lot. Shortly after
returning from Peru in 2008, he was debriefed by Major
Kilburne and visited by a very old friend, Sarah Jane Smith.
Although they hadn’t seen each other in a long time, they
still kept in contact and Sir Alistair often pulled strings at
UNIT whenever Sarah needed help. By the time of Sarah’s
wedding, Sir Alistair was back in Peru and thus unable to
attend, as he was when a faux funeral is arranged for the
Doctor in 2010.
Tragedy finally stuck in December 2011. Illness took its
toll and the Brigadier spent his final days in a nursing home,
being surrounded by his family. When the Eleventh Doctor
made a phone call to speak to Sir Alistair early 2012, he
discovered the old soldier had died peacefully in his bed, as
the Seventh Doctor had previously anticipated. The nurse
to whom the Doctor spoke informed him that Sir Alistair
always talked of the Doctor, and kept a small glass of brandy
ready for him.
Alistair Lethbridge-Stewart was survived by a wife,
Doris, an ex-wife, Fiona, and two children, Albert and Kate.
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He also had five grandchildren; Gordon, son of Kate, a
further unspecified offspring of Kate, and three children
born of Albert and his wife, Tamara. These were Conall,
Nick and Lucy.
The long-standing friendship between the Doctor and the
Brigadier inspired Kate, who went on to be the lead scientist
in UNIT (now renamed as the UNified Intelligence
Taskforce). She forced the old organisation to reform with
the scientists taking the lead and not the military. Kate
finally met the Doctor sometime after her father’s death.
She explained why she changed UNIT, what her father had
taught her, and how he had ‘learned that from an old friend’.
When they parted she told the Doctor that he really was as
remarkable as her father said, and kissed him. ‘A kiss from
a Lethbridge-Stewart – that’s new!’ the Doctor said, beaming.
Just like her father, Kate continued a friendship with the
Doctor, spanning several incarnations, and even met three
different incarnations at the same time. The memory of her
father was enough to convince the Zygons to sit down and
discuss a peaceful solution to their attempted invasion of
Earth in 2015. In 2016 Kate was rescued from a crashing
UNIT plane by a Cyberman who was the resurrected form
of her father (one of hundreds of dead people turned into
Cybermen by Missy, the latest incarnation of the Master).
In a poignant moment, witnessed by Kate, the Doctor finally
saluted the Brigadier, before the cybernised version of the
old soldier flew away to… who knows.
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